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KEROSENE EXPLOSION

Groin

the New York Tribum

V Fike (/■'

to life and property when an accident doeur in
its use. that it is of the highest
importance to know
what safety demands in handling it. or. in othet
words, the cause of explosions, ami the mean.- ,,f
avoiding them. None of our red' rs 1-robahlv, are
so
devoid of sense as to need to be cautioned
against the insane practice of pouring the oil into
stoves, in doing which so many persons have been
killed, but accidents with lamps arc not well understood, and we are glad to find, in the last number
oi the Boston Journal of
Chemistry, a valuable
article explaining them, from which we extract
the following:
Kerosene accidents occur from two causes: first,
imperfect manufacture of the article; second, adulterations. But a lamp may be tilled with bad kero- i
sene, or with the vapor, even, and in no pns-iblc
way can it explode, unless atmospheric air has
somehow got mixed with the vapor.
A lamp,
therefore, full, or nearly full of the liquid, is -at,-;
and also one full of pure warm vapor is safe. Explosions generally occur when the lamp is first
light, d without being filled, and also Jute in the
evening, when the lluid is nearly exhausted. The
reason of this will readily lie seen.
In using imperfect or adulterated kerosene, the -pace above
the line of oil is always filled with vapor, and -■>
l"tig as it is warm and rising freely, no air can
reach it, and it is safe.
At bedtime when UKfamily retire, the light is extinguished; the lamp
cools, a portion of the vapor is condensed; thicreates a partial vaeum in the space, which is in- I
stantly filled with air. The mixture is now more !
or less explosive; and
wln-n, upon the next evening, the lamp is lighted without replenishing with
oil, as is often done, an explosion is liable to take
place Fate in the evening, when the oil is nearly
consumed, and the space above filled witli \apor,
tin- lamp cannot explode -o long as it remains at
rest upon tin table.
But take it in hand, agitate it.
carry it into a cool room, the vapor is cooled, air
passes in. and the vapor becomes explosive. We
hear much said about dangerous gases being formed in lamps, But this is an error.
The whole
hazard comes from air-mixed vapor.
!
But how can we be positively assured of safety
in the use of kerosene'/ How can we know the
character of the article afforded us By dealers? If
consumers are willing to be put to a little trouble,
a simple experiment will determine the
safety oi
tite kerosene they purchase. Fill a pint bowl twothirds full of boiling water. Tile tempcrature will
run up to over 200
dogs. By gradually adding
cold water, bring down the temperature
f the
water to 110 degs., and then pour into the bowl a
spoonful of the kerosene, and apply a lighted
match. It it takes fire, the article should be rejected as dangerous; if not. it may be us, d with a
confident feeling of its safety.
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1 never ain't had n ► slue.v ;
But I've got :i middlin' tight grip, -dr,
Gn t!ie handful “'things I know,
! don't pan out mi the prophets,
And free-will, and that sort of thing—
But I b’lieve in God and the angels,
Ever seuee one night last spring.

I come into town with some turnips,
And my little Gabe come along—
No four-year-old in the country
Gould beat him for pretty and strong.
IVart and chipper, and sassv.
Always ready to swear and fight—
And 1.1 larnt him to chaw terbacker,
•lost to keep his milk-teeth white.
__

The snow came down like a blanket
As l pas’ bv Taggart's store,
1 went in for a jug of molasses
And 1 left the team at the door.
Tin y scared at something and started
l heard one little squall.
And helMo-split over the prairie
Went team. Little-Breeches and all.

Jfell-to-split ovt

i- tlie prairie!
! was almost froze with skeer;
But we roused up some torches,
And sarehed for ’em far and near.
At last we struck bosses and wagon.
Showed under a soft white mound,
I’psot, dead l*. at—but of little Gabo
No hide no- ltair was found.

And here all lopes soured on me,
Gf my fcliow-critter’s aid—
l.iest Hopped down on marrow-bones,
< Toteh
deej) in the snow, and prayed.

I’>y this, the torches

was

played

We found it at last, and a little shod
Whore they shut up the lambs at night.
Wo looked in, and seen them huddled that1,
So warm, and sleepy, and white;
And Thau sot Ijittle-lireeclies, and chirped
As peart as over y ou see,
"I want a chaw of lorbaeker.
And that’s what's the matter of me.”
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ONE

ACRE.

\V<- ulwav s consider an acre of land a
iion.
In the original of die word in

mechanic's
the Greek
it.
a
field
of
but
we now
size,
any
language,
signified
limit it to as much land as most mechanics need. It
the extent of surface that always constitutes
ot :i<
far as the profits or capabilities of the
m ‘-rued.
It is the most that we can
land ;.r
make out of it that constitutes its real size and
value. An a re of land will sometimes be so managed ts to support a family. Sometimes a crop of
eranberrics or of hops to the value of more than a
thousands dollars has been realized in a single sea•'i/ii.
Forty tons of roots have been harvested from
acre.
a single
Apples and pears have been harst( d bv flic hundred barrels, and a crop of something else beside-, from one acre. We deem it of
more importance to a young mechanic to secure an
acre of land, than a wife, a horse, or a watch.
We
speak now of young men in the smaller villages,
where an acre can be obtained.
We do not here
mean precisely one hundred and sixty square rods,
because in some positions a quarter of an acre is as
valuable as a whole acre in others. The idea Is
dial a young mechanic should secure a foothold of
-mne bind that he can call his own as soon
aspossiWc (‘member visiting a friend in one of our
i!’
some
'.owns
whoso
years
since,
whole
farm
',ii'g»
!!•-;-1e l of hi- door-yard, yet in this unpromising
iaec he. contrived to raise a large lot of cherries,
u hiie beneath them were the pear trees laden with
fruit, and beneath these were his garden vegetables.
IF- walls were covered with grapes. He had something lor his table from his dooryard all seasons of
felt ashamed of ourself as we eondie year. \\
rusted his spot, with our own.
Tin- truly siiceosstnl mechanic sots something
(•|sc to work besides his two hands to obtain a living. Hi* sets out a tree and that works along till it
brings him in an income at a time of life when it is
His garden vegetables are busy at
most needed.
work while be is sleeping. They grow as fast as
limy can from the little seed lie has planted, to be<»me huge vegetables, which he will find will save
him the labor of bis bands to purchase another
winter.
Tin* experience of forty years past in the history
! our star*- aroes to show that it is rare to find a
me* tunic who bus accumulated property when lie
aimed to own real estate, while the young
has m
m:u \n .th a little land of his own can cluster around
him a thousand comforts which will he conducive
to ’ms happiness us he advances in years.
'1 here is a reckless waste of time and money
among too many of our young men at a time of life
when they should bo accumulating something for
the future. It is very easy to spend live dollars for
a horse and carriage to take a ride, but it will not
b«- so easy to pay rent, when one is settled in life.
We pity a young man avbo thinks only of a frolic
a watch or a ride, at a time of life when he is best
able to labor. We pity him because we know lie
will one day have cause to regret his course, and by
hitter regrets, cause unhappiness to those
his
around him, when he should he the means of rendering others joyful. May a word to the wise 1m;
sufficient. ! Maine Farmer.
.m
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BREAKING

_AND

HORSE

SENSE.

A horse’s sense is good common sense. Many a
man docs not know liall'so much about sonic
tilings
as a horse, and there is a great dilt'ereiice in horses.
The horse is net naturally suspicious, but lie is timid
when young, lie learns very soon what bis weapons are—teeth and heels—and in what bis
security
lies—flight. His boldness and “the glory of liis
nostrils'’ come when “he rejoie.etli in his strength."
With bis age comes the knowledge of bis powers,
and if lie lias never been mastered—never made to
yield to any will but bis own—if lie is to lie made
useful, the struggle must come sooner or later, and
man’s will or horse will, must triumph.
We think
it best to begin quite young witli colts ti control
them; so advise to halter a colt while it runs with
the mare, and to do it alter feeding it with carrots
and sugar, until it thinks It will get only
caressing
from mankind, and has no fear of any "man. The
colt submits easily, because it is the easiest and
pleasantest tiling it can do. provid id it i- not frightened, and would as lief be led as run loose, since
the curtailment of his freedom is made up by sweets
or carrots.
The sense of smell in horses is very
acute, and if they are suspicious of anything they
always approach it cautiously and smell it.^ They
should be indulged in tills; and harness, saddle,
etc., should ail be investigated by the nose as well
as by the eye before a more intimate
acquaintance
is forced upon the horse. A horse ring of from
to
feet
in
diameter
is one of thi' greatest
forty
lifty
aids a horse trainer can have. In this a horse too
restive and spirited to take a lesson may lie tired
out so as to he very docile, and a tired horse is milch
more susceptible to both favors and instruction
than one full of vim and tire and play. There are
two very common-sense rules which, if followed,
will commend themselves to the horses as well as
to tlie trainer, viz.:
1st. Always feel kindly towards a horse, no
matter what he does to you, and consequently never
show “temper." Remember the horse knows instinctively how you feel.
2d. Never go near ahorse if you arc afraid of
him; the horse will know it and take advantage of
it before you acknowledge it yourself. I Western
Rural.
CHILBLAINS.
To prevent chilblains the best plan is to take as
much exorcise as possible, anil avoid Light wrists
bands, garters, and everything Hint prevents the
proper circulation of the blood. The most frequent
cause of chilblains is the
warming of numbed hands
and feet at the lire; tills habit should he carefully
avoided. Encourage children to use the skipping
rope during cold weather, this is a capita! preventive, together with regular washing and rubbing
the feet. We givea few household remedies for the
cure of these disagreeable
companions :—1. Take
half an ounce of white wax, one ounce of ox marrow, two ounces of lard;—melt slowly over a lire
In a pipkin, ami mix them well together; then strain
a linen doth.
Before going to bod spread
through
the ointment on the parts affected, feet or bands,
taking care to wrap them up well. 2. Lemon .ill ice
rubbed on the inflamed parts is said to slop the
itching. A sliced onion dipped in salt lias the same
effect, hut is apt to make the feet tender. When
the chilblains are broken, a little warm vinegar or
tincture of inyrrli is an excellent tiling to bathe the
wound and keep it dean. Another useful remedy
is a bread poultice at bed-time, and in the morning
apply a little resin ointment spread oil a piece of lint
or old linen.
Mr. Bolton's little child, at. Ifawkmsville, tin.,
fell a victim to misplaced confidence. Its parents,
in carrying out a tub of boiling water for a hogsousing, lifted it, over the child, when the bottom of
flic tub fell out, and tbo child was scalded to dgatli.
Ail the members of (Jen. Grant's Cabinet seem
to agree oil one tiling—and that is that there ought
to be a general increase of salaries.
In Michigan the proposed amendment to the Slate
Constitution, striking out the word "white,” is defeated.

Nothing serious, 1 hope.”
“Nothing very serious.

Farmer Thornton,
you know, broke his arm a few days ago,
and he sent for me this afternoon, saying he
wished to see me particularly. His wife and
child are at the seaside. He made light of
his accident to her. as he knew very well if
she were aware of the truth, she would hurry
hack to him, and lie seems so reluctant to
spoil her holiday, lie wanted my opinion as
to whether he might not venture to join her
l’oor fellow 1 he looked so
next
week.
lonesome 1 quite pitied him, and told him
he might. Tibs seemed to make him quite
happy. But come, darling,” continued Mr.
Graham, offering his hand to the fair girl by
his side, ‘1 want to have quite along chat
with you.
Why, 1 haven’t seen you since

yesterday morning.”

And the lovers entered the house.
Edward Graham had come to G— about
eight months before our story opens, and
commenced to practice as a doctor.
lie was a young man, about twenty-eight
years of age, good looking and very gentlemanly. lie soon became quite a favorite in
G-, and had already secured quite a nice
practice, not only in the town, but among
the

neighboring farmers.

Soon after his arrival ho was introduced
to Mr. Brooke and his daughter, whom he
His love was returned,
soon learned to love.
and they were now engaged.
lie was quile a lavonte, as 1 said before,
although ii was a sail disappointment to
many of the young ladies at C-, when
they heard that the young doctor was engaged ; and they envied what they were
pleased to term Laura Brooke’s good lurk.
There was one in particular who had set
her cap for him, as the saying is, from the
first. This was no other than Miss Sophy
Brown, the daughter ot old Mr. Brown, with
whom the doctor hoarded.
Sophy was getting on for thirty. She would have been
very indignant if anv one had hinted such a
thing, but it was a fact, nevertheless.
She was rather good-looking, and report
said that old Mr. Brown had saved money;
hut somehow the young men in those parts
would not lie caught, and Sophy had almost
arrived at the alarming age of thirty, it not
altogether without ever having had a beau,
certainly without a chance of ever getting
married.
Siie had fancied to herself somehow that
she had made an impression on the heart of
the young doctor. You can therefore easily
imagine the state of her feelings when she
heard of the engagement.
“What he can see in a little bit of a chit like
Laura Brooke;” thought Miss Sophy. “I
can’t make out.
Why, he must be over
thirty, and site’s not more than seventeen ;
Now if it
she is not lit to lie a doctor’s wife.
were me-’
Here she heaved a big sigh. It was no
use speculating any further in that direction.
'I'lie tiling was done; hut Dr. (iraham did
not find his landlady’s daughter looking
after his comforts as of yore, nor the vase of
Iresh ilowers on the stand in his room, as he
used to do.
It was quite late that night when Dr. (1 rail am reached home; in the company of his
betrothed time had slipped away. He was
very tired now : lie had gone through a pret-

up the letter, and read
follows:
My Dear Wife.—Knowing you would be
anxious on my account, I hasten to let you
know that I am getting on quite as well as
can be expected.
Don’t think of coming to
me on any account.
Kiss little Benny for
his papa.”
That Yvas all. Dr. Graham had been called away in the middle of it.
Sophy sat staring at the unfinished letter,
then shook her head solemnly.
“The nasty, doceitful man ! passing himself off amongst honest folks as a single
man !
A child, too ! lie ought to be ashamed
of himself.
Kiss little Benny, indeed! A
lot he thinks of little Benny, passing nearly
all his time with Laura Brooke.
Ah! my
fine lady, you will not hold your head
quite as high now. Engaged to a married
man, ell!” and a look of triumph passed over
the girl’s face.
“Somehow,” she continued, “there always
seemed to me something
strange about that
Dr. Graham. But what must L do ?”
Sophy was not long making up her mind,
however, for in a few minutes she left tiic.
house and hastened in the direction of Lawyer Brooke’s.
It was not until late in the afternoon that
Dr. Graham found himself disengaged tor a
few minutes. He then called at the lawyer’s
office to enquire after Laura; he had no time
to go to the house to see after Laura herself.
Ho lound Mr. Brooke sitting in his private
lie hardly reroom, looking very grave.
plied to the doctor’s courteous salutation.
Wondering what could possibly lie the
matter with his future father-in-law, Dr. Graham’s first thoughts wore of Laura,
lie
therefore hastened to enquire after her.
“Laura, 1 trust-”
“How dare you mention my daughter’s
name? IIow canyon look me in the lace
after all your villainy and deceit ?”
“Mr. Brooke, what is the meaning of all
this—what is the reason of this treatment?
If you were not Laura’s father-”
“Enough, sir!” interrupted the other,
trembling with rage, and drawing a paper
from his pocket.
“Carry your duplicity no
as

And me and Isrul l'arr
W cut ml lor some wood to a sheep lold
That lie said was somewhat1 that1.

■

so

perfectly shocking!"
She stooped, picked

out.

How did he git that"? Angels,
He eonld never have walked in that storm,
Tlie jest scooped down and toted him
To wiiar it was safe, and warm.
And 1 think that saving a little eliild,
And bringing him to his own,
Is a denied, sight better business
Than loaling around Tin- Throne.
J. IT,

■-

■■

smoke from his cigar.
I his will never do!” lie exclaimed, rousing himself iront the reverie which had been
; long and profound. “I had almost forgotten
my promise,” and drawing Ids desk toward
him he commenced writing a letter.
lie had not been thus engaged many minutes, when there was i loud ringing at his
i night bell, and he was summoned to attend
i the. butcher’s wife without a moment’s delav.
Lucky 1 had not goue to bed,” thought
the doctor, as lie hurriedly put on his hat
and left the house.
J tie
next morning, when Miss Sophy
j Brown entered the doctor’s room to arrange
it, she found he had not yet returned,
i Things were just as he had‘left them the
night previous, and the letter he had comj meuced
was lying open on his desk.
!
Sophy’s curiosity gk the better of her; a
peep she must take, and she did.
After reading the first few words she sank
; into the nearest chair, quite overcome, and
I the letter fell to the floor.
“Who would have thought it?’’ niurmurj cd she. ‘1 must have made some mistake.
Let me read it again to make sure. It is

j
j

further.

I.ooK,

at

that paper,

sir.

Perhaps

you will deny your own handwriting.”
“\o, sir. 1 will not,” replied Dr. Graham,
looking over the paper, and with difficulty
repressing a smile. “That is my liaml-writing; hut how it came into your possession, I
can’t conceive.”
“Von admit that writing to lie yours, then?’'
replied the other, more furious titan ever.
“Certainly I do. That is the commencement of a letter that 1 was writing for Farmer Thornton to his wife.
I promised him 1
would; he lias broken his arm, and eaniwt
write himself.”
It was ludicrous to watch the look of astonishment gradually stealing over Lawyer
Brooke’s face, as this explanation was being

given.
“Forgive

lie could
me, Ned,” said lie.
further. Botli men were convulsed
with loud fits of laughter.
“Ned,” said Mr. Brooke, on their way to
the house, shortly afterwards, “not a word
of this to Laura.”
‘Not for the world,” replied Dr. Graham,
with a comic look at his future tather-in-law.
And Dr. Graham kept his word; at least
lie did up to the time of his marriage with
Laura Brooke, which event happened soon

get

no

utter.

Lafayette's Remarkable

Remembrance.

It was often remarked of Gen. Lafayette
when lie was on his tour through the United
States, in 1821, he possessed, in a very extraordinary degree, the faculty of recognizing his old companions in arms, whom he
had not seen for more than fifty years. He
could call by name as well the privates in
the ranks as the highest otlicers in the line.
The following incident is related by a correspondent of the Richmond Whig, to whom it
was told in the year IS,‘12 by the late
Judge
Brooks of the Court ol Appeals of Virginia,
who had been a captain in the war ol the
Revolution:
While Lafayette was in Richmond, a
guest of Virginia, an obscure individual living in Person county, North Carolina, who
was known in the Revolutionary army as
Sergeant Hood, who belonged to the company commanded by Captain Ilrooks, and
who, on account of his singular daring and
uniform good conduct, was a pet ot his oflicers, visited the capital for the purpose of
greeting his old commanding general.
Judge Brooke said that on walking acres.the Capitol square one morning he met an
old man who inquired of him if ho could direct him to the quarters of General Lafayette,
adding that he had fought under him when
ho was a youth and had come 150 miles to
Before the Judge had time to resee him.
spond the stranger said to him, “Is not this
Captain Brooks to whom 1 am talking?”
On receiving an aflinnativo answer he said,
“You do not appear to recognize me. I am
Sergeant Hood, who belonged to your company during the Revolutionary war.” The
Judge told me that ho was immediately so filled with the most pleasant recollections of the
sergeants, many deeds of valor performed under his own inspection, that lie gave him a
cordial grasp, and went with him to La-

fayette’s

room.

On entering, and before a word was spoken by any one else, the Marquis, who was in
a remote part of the room,
eagerly approached the strange old man, and, exclaiming
fell
on
his
neck and wept
“Sergeant Hood,”
Ho
tears of joy.
this humble
recognized
private in an instant, and recounted some of
his deeds of daring to the astonished company. That he should have recognized any
of his brother oilieers after a separation of
more than half a century, during which time
they must have undergone the usual change
wrought in one’s appearance by old ago,
while his own eyes must have grown dim,
was a matter of no little surprise, but that he
should have hailed an humble private in the
ranks by name excited the astonishment of
all who were present. The Judge remarked
that it was one of the most agreeable and
joyful reunions in which he ever participated.
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! ty lull'd day's work, visiting his patients and
CONFESSION OF A WIFE-POISONER.
THE CAVE Or MURDERER::
it was a long ride, to Farmer Thornton’s.
Euues
Deacon, now awaiting execution at
| lie threw himself into an arm-chair, and,
1
: [To'.ii tliv li’uig.iw i\y.
Canada, for the poisoning of hit
lighting a cigar, gave himself tip to thought. Kingston,
wiie, has made the following confession ol
One tiny List week apart', of hunters vitaA young man, engaged to a beautiful
girl, j his crime and
! a L>x into
rive nlimit ti
oil
from
wr
an easily guess the direction his
thoughts bad woman : the way ho was led into it by n this
as he
took,
phu'i'. on Res', er eivcIt near iin : ■-el-■!
lay back, watching the curling j
j

LITTLE-BREECHES.

Kerosene is now -o widely employed f-i pmpost's of illumination, and, though jo f.
Iv -as,
when properly managed, is so terri: Iv destructive

Inured and subdued they are always cleared. It
i> true that a few stones will at each plowing be
FARMING ON A SMALL SCALE.
thrown up. but this i* a small thing to tlieir origiI have thought for some time of writing in relaSOPHY’S DISCOVERY.
o
'tale, iilll are e.euly removed over the even i tion to the
farming operations of a neighbor of mine
who
>>irla
conducts the business on a small scale, but |
Lawyer Brooke's house was situated nearThey are u>efu). too, for drains in low
with remarkable success. 1 shall give no names, a* !y at the end of Main street in the little
grounds.
he is not one who would like to have his name ] town of C-.
It was not a large house,
W nod iota are getting too scarce on many farms.
made public, especially in my homely way.
hut it looked pretty from the outside, and
Itari n liill-t..p> greet the traveler's eye where once
Ilis farm consists of only seven acres, vet the
the inside was perfect in all its appointmaji-sfie forests. Bald rock ribbed hill-sides produce of that seven acres, last winter, carried
in the best manner, 40 sheep, two cows, ments.
■u i
":t bleakly glaring with ice and snow of through
one horse, and he thinks lie had
It stood hack from the street, and a wellhay enough left to
«:<-i
r dun,
dreary, desolate in summer. These, have wintered two cow* more. This winter he has
extended to the sidewalk, from
■i i_ ; i by nature for .1 treasur house of forest 52 sheep, one horse, one cow, and one yearling, and kept garden
which it was separated by an iron railing.
one acre of his land was laid down to
this
grass
gi ovti., should be reelothed as speedily as possible
At the gate, looking
spring so late that it produced nothing—no grain
anxiously up and
n
ome sort of growth.
The fires have eaten being sown.
down the street, evidently awaiting the arurn
He is so particular and nice in his farming opera- rival of some
of -ii mould wherein the. first growth
one, was Laura Brooke.
x i*
*tablishcil. Tie storms and the winds have tions that his neighbors call him “old maidish."' 1 h*
Laura was a pretty, fair-haired girl, about
is in the habit of planting annually about, one
'fi' one
H is a-tonishing to observe with acre with a
She had deep blue
mixed crop of corn, potatoes, eighteen years of age.
u>*w 11 *11
soil ti cs will support themselves amid beans <fcc., on which a weed does no! dare to show eyes so loving and trustful, and there was a
'■ mMe! ledges
Their strong roots penetrates its head lar above ground.
winning softness about her that was quite irHe is peculiar in his way of cutting and curing hi* resistible.
ev
No {wonder her father adored her,
ejvvice; their leaves drink in from very
bay. The past season he began having a little before and thanked the
the uewnesi of life.
Almighty that when He took
the last of May, in the garden and around the door,
his wile from him. He had been
!1 > .'Mi wood should be all utilized, either for fuel and by the middle of June, before the
pleased to
grass was
fairly headed out, ho commenced his having in spare to him his daughter!
*.h
»mpost heap. The second growth judiei- earnest.
"Not come yet,” murmured Laura, lookBeing a man of poor health, lie cuts only
■>
My thinned and cherished, -.attic suould be ex- small patches at a time, and as lie uses
hay caps, a ing ut her watch—a pretty little
tiling, with
1 young mu '.-ries of choice woods start1'
of
water
is
seldom
allowed
to
fall
drop
upon hi* enameled bank set with
the gift of
diamonds,
mown
which
after
dried
and
into
grass,
being
for f»e:mty but for utility.
put
So labor
tin* barn, looks like green tea, as he xpresses it. her fond father.
‘-Light o’clock! and he
T mi a tai m would pay better m dollars and cents.
By the tinn* grass generally gets into full blossom, promised to come early and take me for a
1
w
oiM <».■• n.safe, sure Investment..
Something of ho has his all housed, if tho weather permits, lie walk.”
thinks grass loses its value for hay as soon as the
the fanner might well be proud of, which
Lawyer llrooke was sitting at the open
blossoms begin to come off. About the time j|
T
mimunitv would bless him for. mid be a last- '>flicr
enjoying hi-, evening cigar; he
farmers begin to hay, lie is cutting his rowen, ] window
f
«n
1 1 nunn nt to hi- mime.
and that is all housed as soon amany got their noticed his daughter's absorbed and anxious
vie :re.
the w iy-*'.de; how mue.li they add first crop secured. He also gets a third crop—often look.
no small one either—around the. barn, ,ve.
“Laura, dear, it is
tie
late; I think you
au:y of i;e: fields and farms. Tlieir trilling
According to some our scientific, writer*, 111i> had better com. in, getting
now.
Edward will not
,wi >i Idn a pleasure each year and a
permanent early cutting of grass will ruin tin* .**«!, and cause
be here to-night.”
‘o ii; l.mn.
rhey indicate au elevated taste it to run out. He thinks tin*, reverse i* the case,
“Oh! but. father, he. promised to eoinc this
and 1 don't see why Ins practice does not prove it
Bow places throUgil fields
uiligh -erinm.
so. as lie lias followed this
t am sure tie will not break his
system for many year*, evening,
d wei
jf: swalo ar• permanently benefited, and his
grass sod has not deteriorated, but is steadito me 1”
promise
1
m ii 1
i far neve prod net iv» by ditching and ly improving. He contends that early cut luy ha*
As if in continuation of her words, at this
1 more heart—that cattle and sheep eat less bulk and
Pimping a the >m;i:; rock- ’picked from up lands
do much better than when fed on hay cut. after it moment the sound of horse’s hoofs were
wei
1 »ve, Mali »h* dirt ‘..brown out from has
seeded.
plainly heard, and in a few minutes Edward
1
i;
If iiinr. r-miains than is necessary to j
Visit hi* barn and you will not see a straw or an Graham had dismounted and was
by her
ort loft in his yards or sheep rocks, and his shu*p
■1 tie1
top ol d 1; 11, ii Ilians in < xml lent, top-drev*.side.
will fatten without grain. When looking at hi*
•I*',I you think I was ney,
The ditch should barn in the
ag for ,u\ ami ail gras* lands.
coining, dearfall, some of his neighbors told him In
i am so sorry to disappoint you of
-iv;- .i a '-1 r of thick c. e -green boughs on top of
could not winter what stock lie had, but although est ?
your
bis sheep were kept up till near the middle of May. walk, but really could not help it.
stone
prev lit the-br lilling up the open spaces
he had hay enough left he says to nearly winter
”1 was sure you would come, Edward,”
a
11 them.
Farmers another season plan so
two cows.
It is not bulk, blit quality that In* relies
:•
1 tile
fix that wot piece on, and it seems with good reason. [1*. C. S. in N. she answered, looking into his face with a
spar time
loving smile; “but what has detained you?
T I a nd in > ,; 1; field, or that sw.ilo down yonder E. Farmer.
■

H

rieit

GF1A/TLOTTE OR-

HOME.

full of
have
liken. .1 th- lattice 1 windows mi the little
"A iinn on the mountain side, as the three
li'ietios -at down to hivakfasi, in
Sjiitc of tli
“tr.yggdng s.tn-i-ay that made a prism of the
mis rout ike C(dii ,'-a: I,
1
a
good fellow," said Conway,
w\
v
iiava this
tnortd.ig.’ You
'•
u
glum us :: Scotch tog’."
"•
hat
o,;
English ,realwa\s
irotu- any summer wantlering is cut
'ii
it
!■ .ugh.
lie isenlis.
iuy dear friend, I
niust give
up mv promised visit to your
chateau at (rravelotte. I am ordered lion e."
\ud so am I," replied the Fret: h emmi.
hail'
though tllj leave ot absence is not
expired. This Spanish business threatens
trouble, it seems, and 1 must be with mv
cuirassiers."
There seemed to be already a sometitfeg
nt forced and studied coldness in the maitm.
of the hitherto polit and genial tourist.
*TJut yon, TTrie," said Convray, "you are
not in the army ?”
"All Prussians arc soldiers: and I am
captain of Chians in the first batrtl of J.and
wehr. I 'nless tills matter is properly settle I
! shall kdl no partridges with vou next September.”
"1 certainly
hope that you will not he
practising at French uniforms instead," rplied the Englishman. "How soon have vou
to -tart?”
"At once, or 1 shall run the risk of being
*ate, and that would ho :t serious busiiie-I l'oui mv soul I
hope flit"will be no ligli
jug. but if there is. I Trie \ on llipp- l must
'’U...'

*h:t’ by th- plough Would tbrivi
bi'. It
either hold t,Y drive.*’
il< that would improve his
farm, must do it l»v
I
•*> t > lured taboi w ill !>
di>appointed in the
ult- Atl*
t*> h i liU. little
things in them■1,,a • i:,“-:i\e]y,
making the giv at whole.
•
:n- u.
was!
product.-, th" preventing
v’
■1" •!
o>
tar in, and the diverting of the
1
,;i. lii !d> and pasture-. Th-*
right applica-

AT

DERED

The coniession I am about to make is made of Rev. William X >al.
They it 1 :d the
own tree
will and at my express de- cave, and
inim •.-:■
.it
xpii rlng i1 found
sire. I wish it made public, so that
my case human bones in a small chauiin ;• tliai laid
1 lie eave,
may be a warning to all men to llee from heretofore been unknown to them.
I temptation, whenever the evil one tries to en- ! which is about twenty paces to the right ot
snare them.
It' T had done so I would have the Columbia road, (in tlie hill-dd
.1-1 bej
now been a tree man instead of a condemned
yond Reaver creek, is entered through a
criminal. Through the evil inlluence exert- chasm in the earth, wliieh has solid rock
ed over me by a lalse and wicked
girl, 1 am walls. At the depth ot twenty 1 cl two
now
waiting to suffer death for my sins. avenues lea l oil', one to tin’ right, to ; other
Every word I am about to say will be'the to the left; these avenues are large, easy of
whole truth. 1 do not intend to
screen'my- access, and have been often explored. In
selt, nor do 1 intend to screen others, but tell neither ot them, however, have •Iranian rei1,10 t”luu to r»y lollow-nien, as 1 will have to mains been found, or anything of an miusir I
tell my (rod when I stand before His
great, character discovered.
high throne. There will be no hiding anyRut, in the right or southern avenue, there
tliing front Him. for all man’s secret will lie is a small fissure in the rock that leads off in
revealed and his heart laid bare. I first be- an eastern direction, just I irge enough to adcome acquainted with Caroline
Vaueough- mit the body of a man. The tissure, wliieh Is
net a year
ago last February at my fathei- about twenty feet in length and is passed
in-law's.
My wile’s sister-in-law pro- through with the utmost dilliculty leads to a
I posed for me to hire her sister, Caroline small, oblong chamber, eighteen f mm in
V aneoughnet, to nurse
my wife in her con- length and about twenty feet from tloor to
finement. I hired her accordingly. At this ceiling. Save the tortuous fissure by wliieh in bis
place.”
time l was staying with
‘Ami so must Itaoui do Suniis,
my wife at her sis- access is gained to this mysterious chamber
growled
ter-in-law’s. 1 had very sore eyes, and Car- | there is no visible outlet no evidence of one the 1- renehman.
:
rising from the hardii
oline insisted on
ever having existed.
vails
and
The
and
me
ceiling breakfast "If there is war, which i
nursing
attending
as well as
I
are
almost
1
soli
1
of
wife.
It
rock,
soon
became
known
my
literally compose
H'l'’ vt'H
regret, the cry of all Franc will
to me that she was in love with me.
I did !covered with the formations peculiu. to the ■■ /> r'(>
We have been tli -iv before.”
not at this time feel
I
eaves
ro
of
this
section
of
tit"
mtr\.
i !n) b’uo o\ < ..f the (Jerman shone w h
any return of aitections
lor her.
fins state of affairs lasted as
it is in tins mysterious nut» cuami..-r it. u
long
imp! ‘lusaut l.ght, but be replied, without
as two months.
My wife was quite well by the remains alluded to were found—'.rise < t iug,—
"
this time, and we
at least ten human beings in all.
numI lie Jerm in swords can
discharged her.
kec[) tie1 Rhine
\\ e hired her again the next
skulls
were found exposed above Uu
at;
as
land, eve if no 1? ueher comes to bid
spring,
my
wile was not able to attend to all the work and on each there was a litnesi me format ion, warts.’
outside and indoors. She requested me to produced by the dripping of water limn the
The llngli-hman sprang to h!- hr:.
hire Caroline Vaueoughnet.
I hired her, ceiling above. Near the centre of ttie .-.umlie Seulis
Von llippel -Illy dear fellow
and took her to work with me in tho
ber
seven skulls, with almost every
i.,ne that
L won’t have a word of this non-a iis
U
sugarbush.
i'liis was in April. As soon as wo composes the human anatomy, tv.-r fa!
cannot meet at I iraveiotti
and you two m i\
were alone she commenced the same kind ot some protruding from the surface a id ot, -rs
not come t,, help murder my partri Igcactions as she carried on with me the year as deep down as eighteen inches, -omo per- the war. if there is to be
one, shall not lire
before at her sister’s. She kept getting worse fectly sound and others sotmteh de. tyed ml here. Shake hands now. and
part like, g
every day, until 1 was completely led away they would not admit of removal. L’in-re was I fiends, and like good soldiers alrom my wife.
I was now on as intimate no order or regularity in the arrangemen; of U liieli of
you. if the other was wound, d >r
terms with her as if she had been
my wife. the remains, for in ono instance tItr-■■ si.alls prisoner, would not be a brother to him
She told me if I would poison my wife she were taken out in less than a foot of cef
Somewhat rough in hi' way was ('onv. e.
would marry me in three weeks’ time. She other. Nothing remains, or could be diwith his huge proportions and his yell n\
clothing aid whiskers, an I In- was
Kept urging me to do this every day, and covered, save the bones, th
actually blushing u‘
sail! if I did not she would. All that the wit- tlcsh having long since rotted aw ty, a-i I he
own
impetuosity; but lie luid .'truck the
nesses said against me at the trial, concern- thus destroyed every evidence ot id -nthand hi' tv,
f.-b.-w tourists e\No clue has been or is ever likely to !■■ ob- right chord,
ing our behavior, was true. I couiu not even
'■
i■ d their h.mds with a markctl ronlm/ v
tained
to
the
that
enshroud:
out
of
unravel
the
houso
for
a
tew
minutes
withmystery
go
that had something of shame in it.
out her following me and
behaving improp- subterranean chamber ot the dead, am thus
"Von llippel, my dear friend, pardon!
far
all
seems
to
be
lost
in
and
wife
used
to tell me that when 1
conjectur.■
erly. My
Some
was absent that she could not
llcyond question, how v a lotto. happier day wo Will meet at draw
get any good wonderment.
Remember me most kindly to you
out ot Caroline, for she was always talking this cave must have been used by the r.. .!. rs
1
about me and watching for my return. Mv and murderers who infested this section of aniiiv, and especially to the fraulein, yon
de- sister. \\ ar does not last forever.”
wife told me Caroline had wished her dead. the country in early days is a plac
I'
situaHad 1 not had a kind, forbearing wife, she posit for their murdered victims.
“My dear Do Senlis, L hope there will li
would have put us both out of doors, for tion, the entrance being com-, alod y : whb- no war: and it there is. the day may novel
Caroline and I often went beyond the limits in twenty-live paces of the t’olutnb.. s read, theless come when we shall meet a’lirnv-of decent behavior right before her. My wife much travelled in early days ; tie•-uriiy -f lotto, as good friends as ever.”
chamber from nvasion
now told me that we had no further use fora this 'little eastern
"keen the King and the Ihnperor would
:
n
girl, so wo consulted together and discharg- should the main eaV" be entered. :
promise as much as thill.’’half jocosely od
•■1
ed her. After this whenever I had to go connection with the facts Hint no Imm
served the Kuglishman. “Hut." he added,
e
"it will lie a fearful pity to ha
inch nn n a
away from homo to the store or any other ings—not even the aborigine—..I
place, L was sure to meet her on the way. sought a place so difficult of access fm t
you cutting each other's thneits to keep tieIt.
She proposed to me that I should go to simple burial of the dead, or depusi
diplomat' from making a bad ‘Spaniard on
i of
r.ler
work for Mr. Shaw, and she should go to remains with so lit tie regard to
a-very good Dutchman 1 hope they won’t
work for Mr. Hicks, who lived next to Mr. these considerations lead u- to tie- belt, tin drag us islanders into the me--."
tbit
dim
milted
in
the
bones
unearthed
Shaw’s.
This was done so that we could be
The hreakfa
was not very cold, and th
near to one another.
She had bj this time sepulchre are the remains o! mb tuna: -. i
three nt -v fin -•-! themselves t » d-> it justiecompletely bewitched me, and had caused tints of crime. Within a few days pa-t wi hut when that duty was done there was in-t1
have heard of a number of person—mo-ily
nr
to lose all the. alVoctiou I evci had for
my
iug for it but a few haslv lull very good-lm
wife, i am sorry to say that 1 a man of ma- travellers—who many yen
ago i: tpp. are 1 tnored and
manly farewells.
and w
-uulr
ture years, could be so easily le-.l astrav by a while iu this section of
And so tin y parted.
One
-lam
heard
ol.
never
afterward
young girl from my lawful wife—one Whom
\
tin WKi.i 11 n:.
remembered whore ahorse, and fie. \.i
l had no reason to treat as I did.
She was all that was good and kind tome, longing to a traveller from Vi" tlnri. ’.vov
U was late in the afU-nioon of tile grc.i.
anil if l had only cherished her as 1 ought to found loose upon (he rn;:d tear tliis c.iv-n i
‘attic. i1:11 l!i." shattered columns of I ho
have done, 1 never would have been where I owner missing and n ver i. -ai d Ir.• u
! rcncii had slmvlv retired from a shot-tom
now am.
Caroline used to come over to
:wa.Te-m the lit
of mangled form
Shaw’s after her work was done, to see me. I
-u sal to their own nhstinate
JuRAT
REMINISCENCES CP JOHN
courage and
I She asked me if T was never going to get rid
die destroying power of the needle-guns.
of my wife. This constant urging of hers
|
A ; aid f Prussian cavalry was hoveriiie
.11
e
>il!l
\V \SHI.M- I ds Dec,
i nearly set me mail, and 1 determined to poisin
'.ad.-y I. low, a- if meditating pursuit,
-u
on mv
wife on the lirst opportunity. The lectured at Ivoekville, M l., as,
1.ad til" leaden rain-drops of war were -till
!
Pre-i
leu;
Lin--,
I
of
first tiling did was to buy half a drachm of a .sassination
d ailing everywher •; lull all th it did not seem
strychnine from Mr. Shaw, pretending w j II savs the abdiaxi.it plot v
to disconcert the movements of a tail
tigu,
11,
him that I wanted it to poison foxes, '[ad- I upon in- Booth and himself v. ith,.:
u
i!i :eu’ dr.
that moved slowly oil from
nthoi
ministered the poison several times to my know I Jgi of t b (mtederat
is in !•> man am mg the dead and
dying
.- as a, ,i
wife, in water and tea, but T did not give her The net tet of info;tiling : ie !
taewhii
i:
toss on his breast indicated t: r
w
:
i
and
n.
I
over
was
talked
scheme
to
cause
death
until I
large enough (uantilies
he belonged to the volunteer sauilary corps
gave it to her in the salts. As soon as my si it was best not to let them know
—the. most Christian of modern War into
wife was dead I came to my senses, and if 1 about it. so that all credit would
g v>m to
ti. ci.—and he di -played some skill in the rap
.vsu m
lle
could only have brought her back again to those who executed it
id auditions which lie gate to one and
r the
life. L would have given the whole world if aided them considerably, and that a
another of the sufferers.
mi le,
it had been in my possession. Mv love I'm ! assassination, when his mol her v. a
“Ii'i don't mean to be hit," grumbled lie.
my wife came hack to me with double force, ! arrest and while lie was in Canada, h won id
n -i
and the illegitimate love vanished. If the would have returned to Wa-hington if In- I
Ha, that was
got away from thi
close din; I
Hullo, hern c.une some Chian- 1
who
friends
assured
been
misled
had
not
had
never
mentioned
I
by
girl
poisoning to me
never would have been here.
1 am making him that his mother was in no itauger. 11- W ell, it won’t do to run, and 1 don't think
tin
will disturb me. I'm urn 1 uw hi
every preparation for meeting Cod, and hope spoke in very bitter terms ot the bite Scereta
ill, and tin: far from here
and.
Ah, (Jod |
my earnest desire for salvation will be ac- ry Stanton, District Attorney i".-die
ceptable to Him. T hold no malice against Wciehman. The lecture contains important hispoorm. rliei-! here ho i DcScnli
“Conway, my friend, you here?''
my fellow-man, and am satisfied that the ju- revelations.
-tit
t t.nlie said he was introduced to !
The puestiou came, in
tone ol unmeasiirI die
ry did their duly in finding me guilty.
in peace with all men, and hope that Coil in (all of LSlil. Alter meet fag several times. ed a.-'Ioui Imiettt, Ir en the bearded lips of the
Booth proposed to kidnap Lincoln and e ;y leader of a small column of Prussian light
His mercy will forgive me my sins.
him into Richmond in order to an exchange! cavalry, oi' Chians, who had ridden rapid!-,
Breakinu; l- ok Steamers. Ono of tins of prisoners. Surratt, after two da vs. agreed up the slope.
1
t
most striking evidences of the decline: of our to the plot, but the assassination v. as nev,
“1 ’Irie, is it y e
^
I
my dear lelio.v
commercial marine is noticeable in the fear- spohrn of by any party.
M tilths pa.I
Don’t you sea my white cross? \\
; am hen
ful sacrifices made in the sale of steamships tore an opportunity presented its, if
threi have met at (fravclotte, but the Cmm
by auction and otherwise. A well known tempt the seizure. However ail tin-arrange -ainiof welcome \on ?”
firm in this city, doing business on Federal merits were perfected, and boats even were I
“What! 1 )e Sen!is?”
street, has accumulated a fortune in purchas- in readiness to convey the cap:iv< s a-am--; th
••It was, ten minutes since, but now
ing at low figures ocean and coasting steam- Potomac. One day information v.-: -.•cceived and ev"l the a II contained Knglisliman
ers, taking out the machinery and breaking that Lincoln would visit the S wcutli street could only pause and point at th-- still
.pii-,
The report reaehee. tin-ill about eritig eories,-.
up the hulls for copper, iron and other valu- Hospital.
i
able material. Quite recently they purchas- three-quarters ot an hour before the Lime
’file blue eyes ol the (lerinan clouded as lie
ed for a trilling sum the beautiful steamship pointed, bill so perfec! was lie
eontmi: i
leaned forward in iiis saddle to link at lie1
i- while hy-e of his late fellow tourist.
Seminole, now lying in the dock between cation that they were instantly ia their
Old (’olony railroad and South Boston bridge. dies and ,.u their way t■> the In-qiital. Tlu•'Is this (iravel- ttehe mill-mu
1. aThis steamer is only eight years old, built was between one and two o’clock in tin uthimself.
in the most thorough manner of seasoned ternoon. It was their intention tosu/.elln -p.-aking
flint \ illage au ay yonder,” said ('mm av
j
j
timber, coppered and copper fastened carriage and have one of their un-u m-ui;
“Do you see that burning house among tin
ol
and
model.
A
for
Southern
few the box and drive direct
superb
M-.-y
throughout,
-t
a bom half v.
'I'hat was l)e Senlis’s
sL! eiutntrv seal.
days since, the same firm purchased at auc- land via. Bcnning’s bridge over the
1 w
there this morning with
tion in New York, the well known and fam- branch ot the Potomac, They felt confident I his mother.’’
ed steamers Alabama and Morning Star for all the cavalry in Washington could a v-r
bni ! was the a. .,ii-i iu i■. mv, ns a hug'lethe trilling sum of thirty thousand dollars. overtake them.
mounted si i-all
They we;
inn
pealing up (lie slope, the captain
Those once famous vessels, costing nearly swift horses, besides having t. thorough nl the L ilians shook
his head, waved his
It was det-rmie [ hand in
half a million each, arc to bo broken up for knowledge ot the country
farewell, and wheeled ids horse to
old junk. [Boston Traveller.
od to abandon the carriage alter passing ; le- retreat. As he did -o he
suddenly reeled,
nity limits. They depended for siteciss up. >n j and then straitened in Ids stirrup', and while
THE MAN
GLASS EYE.
the suddenness of the Idow and alaerily of! two of his men
WITH_”HE
spurred forward to .support
To their regret and disap-! his
A few,'nights since an interesting burglar, the movement.
form, he turned his head, as if
falling
however, Lincoln was not (here, ; with a dying effort, and shouted :
saj's the New Orleans 1‘icayuno, visited the pointment,
but another government oflicial was, Mr. !
room of a person who, among his other no‘■Conway, i had a message for DeNenli
lie believed,
They did not disluib from
ticeable attractions, has a glass eye. It so Chase,
m\ sister, if I met him at (jraveloti.
him.
happened that on the night in question, he
'onway was left standing alone, hut tic
was their last attempt, and a reparaI'hU
had retired to rest without removing his arwhistling halls forhade him to stay, and In
tificial optic. The burglar cautiously enter- tion finally took place. Surratt, left Wash- si rode on v. ard toward the ret eating lines ot
for New York on the fill, and was at
ington
ed the room, dimly lighted by the jet of
the ld'eneli.
Elmira two
before the assassination on
A day or two later a I’aiis morning paper
burning gas. Just as he was about laying business for days
as
the
Confederate
ament,
govt
his hand on a costly chronometer and a wellcontained, among its other war news and inIt
a spy, under the name of John 11 in-isoo
filled purse, his attention was attracted to the
cidents of tiie disaster to the arms of Truce,
was there he first heard of the assassination
llie follow ing item
sleeper, and to his infinite surprise, he en- at tlie breakfast
never
eecum-d
but
it
table;
countered the gaze of one full, opened eye
“An Englishman. who had been oneot the
or any of his parly,
fixed fireely upon him. In the glare of the to him that it was Booth
was
never mentioned while most daring and useful spies of our feroeiou
that subject
as
it
like
a
and
the
sparkled
lamp-light
gem,
invaders, under pn tense, of serving in the
lie was with them.
burglar thought it emitted rays of fire. lie
volunteer sanitary corps, was shot hy order
of
had heard
people sleeping with one eye
• fdeneral-after the
buttle. ilewaopen, but had neverseen it illustrated before.
seen, by several ollleers in commu
on liiff line of (lie K
The
,v Ili lilinitially
bridge
None, he thought, but the Evil One possess- road over
SheepsCot river, had heen com- ideation with the enemy on the very battle
ed such a faculty. Even in the act of graspThe foundations were laid under the iield. Death to all- spies !”
pleted.
his
the
hand
was
arrested
the
spoils
ing
by
Tic .. loiiri ts are still at < iravelolle.
of Mr. T. d. Kmery, in fifty feel
singular apparition, and, darting out of the supervision
ol water, and the Times says it has been made,
room he tumbled down stairs, never stopping
in a substantial manner.
The bridge is |
until he reached the banquett. Here he was
The Alla California of the 18tii says: Ves
six hundred and sixty-six feel in length laa
laid hold of by
policeman, who demanded tween the abutments,
The
a draw thirl;, ; enlay was a proud day for California.
having
to know what lie was about.
first ton of perfectly erysialized sugar from
in width.
feet
eight
“The devil’s in then !” exclaimed the f: ightn’ets, grown on the spot, was taken from the
ened outlaw.
rentritugals at the Alvarado mill yesterday,
“The devil?”
I
once
An ambitious amateur
put up the play i’he home-made machinery worked charm
“Yes; 1 know it must lie him, lor he sleeps of the “Lady of Lyons,” as a complimentary
ingly, and the varioit processes went perfectwith one eye open !”
testimonial to himself. At the end of the lirst ; ly successful. The triumph was so complete
act ho addressed the audience as follow.-,: I that California may now count on this indu.-.
We are acquainted with a “monster in “Ladies and gentlemen, with your kind per- Irv tls :i
permanent institution, soon to he
human form” who says the only time a wo- mission t will conclude the evening" enteruntil in three years we. shall he
multiplied,
man does not exaggerate is when she is talk- tainment
by singing I would not die in spring- independent of foreign supplies, and we may
ing of her own age. He is a confirmed time,’ as I find the part of (’landp„, expect to Iw seeking outlets abroad for out
bachelor, and past all redemption.
hefty for me.”
ol my
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JziMkin, I)ec. lti.
Heavy lighting continues along the Loire. A despatch from Tours says:—The i’russians attacked
THURSDAY, DECEMHER 2i>, 1<S70.
ten. ('lianzy's corps in great force near ltlois, on
H iliie-day. the 14th, about noon, when a severe
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
engagement began which lasted for several hours.
The German force- were superior in numbers, but
—BY—
French troops fought desperately, and after a
He
H. SIMPSON,
bloody light succeeded in breaking the enemy’s WILLIAM
tin. -. Tile -ueeess was quickly followed by aln illEDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
i.int charge along the entire line, when the Gorin.ins. alter a stubborn resistance, finally yielded
Suhscru'TIon Terms. Iu advance, $2.0o a year;
mid tell back to the line of fortifications in their within the year, $2.50; at the expiration ot the year,
rear.
The repulse ot the superior number of Ihe $3.00.
inch ot
Ai>vERTisixii Terms. For one

i’ru-sians in- caused great rejoicing among the
French troop-. Since the action of Wednesday,
ibni. Clini/.y lias been largely reinforced, and inis
.ami assumed the otfensive.
Ureal enthusiasm
prevails among the people of Southern France, and
thousands of recruits are steadily pouring in from
all quarters, who are immediately sent forward to
the armies of Generals Chauzy and Bourbaki. The
tirst army, under Uen. Bourbaki, is bolding the
Germans iu check in the vicinity of Romoruntin.
i lie armies of the Loire are claimed to be stronger
oid in better condition than ever before.

Bordeaux, Dec. IT.
The lTussians did not attack Chauzy yesterday,
.-expected. The forces under Chauzy have reIt is understood
ved heavy reinforcements.
iii.vv that four Uenerals are commanding the main
divisions of the Army of the Loire. Chauzy. Bourbaki, Jaures and Jaureziburg have concentrated
penis for a simultaneous advance, all having been
irgely reinforced. The Germans are retreating
..It along the Army of the Loire.

square, (one
length in column.) $1.25 tor three weeks, and 25 cents
tor each subsequent insertion. A fr iction of a square
charged as a lull one.

Col. Wildes. Our informant was mistaken about the matter. A copy of the contract, enclosed to us by J. II. Drummond,
Ksq., shows the vote of the Central company

was

to be that it

will lease the road “when said
Railroad is to be completed to the acceptance
of this company.” Thus the determination
of the matter is left wholly to the Maine Central.

We don’t know who made this agreepart of the .Somerset Road, but

ment on the

its

trust is very touching.
We
before knew the lamb to enter into a
.Journal,
compact with the wolf that it should not be

Administrators, Executors and Guardians de-

siring their advertisements published iu the
will please so state to the Court.

We stated, week bofore last, that the sole
Legislative Paper. The only paper that
referee as to the sufficiency ot the Somerset will furnish liill reports of the Legislative
Railroad, in the lease to the Maine Central, proceedings this winter will he the

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers

changed,

must state the Post Ottice to which the paper
has been sent as well as to which it is to go.

4^“5. M. Pettengill & Co., o State St., Boston,
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.

t&S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St.,
is authorized to receive advertisements for this

confiding

never

eaten until the wolf became

If

hungry.

our

Somerset friends could resurrect the wonderful old fellbws who laid the masonry for the
foundations of Solomon’s

Temple to

do their

stonework, and could procure the “tall cedars
of Lebanon” for

Boston,

sleepers, lay

them

on

the

widest embankments, with gravel three feet
paper.
T. C. Evans, 100 Washington Street, is an author- thick
underneath, and spike to them Bessemer
ized agent ol this paper.
49*(>ko. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York, steel rails—if this could be done, we say, it
will receive adverlisements for this paper, ut the lowest
rates. Their orders will always receive promt atten- would be interesting so see whether a comtion.
ANOTHER SORTIE FROM PARIS.
mittee of directors, armed with crowbars,
I^Hokace Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston,is
A di spatch from I.ille, evening of the lGth.savs an authorized Agent for the Journal.
augers, hatchets, and cross-cut saws, would
it is rumored ttiat another sortie has been made
from Paris, which accounts for the rapid withsolemnly proceed to investigate the work,
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
drawal of Germau forces from this region. The
the gravel, chop the sleepers, and linally
French came out from behind their fortifications in the colored slips attached to the paper, it is the only dig
form of receipt now used. For instance, 15 May 68, resolve that the
immense force, and have already completely inwork, “in most important
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
When
ested Versailles. Fighting is now going on in the a new
payment is made, the date will be immediately particulars falls far below the requirements
direction ol Albert and Abbeville.
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent of
the contract.”
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested
BLOCKADE OF FRENCH PORTS.
1

to forward the sums due.
ier to prevent the Prussians under MantL.
*^-ln sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
nil'll irgui revictualling, the French Government |
which the paper is seut.^Bfr
r,a- declared the ports of Havre, Dieppe and Fe- |
All vessels now in the above
unp blockaded.
lined ports will bo allowed eleven days to depart. FOUL BIROS ON
THE BOMBARDMENT OF PARIS.

despatch from Versailles, of the 10th inst.,
no effective guns are mounted,and the bom-

A
s:ii s

bardment of Paris will not commence before the 1st
ol January. The guns now mounted are useless.
Another despatch gives a new explanation of the
delay in opening the bombardment by the Prus-ian,
I’ltere Is a lack of ammunition in the Geriii oi army, and the roads are so wet and heavy that
none ran" lie brought at present.
The same cause
has prevented the movement of the heavy siege
ft is probable that a fire will not be opened
guns,
i

n

fortnight

a

vet.

still another despatch from Versailles, on the
14th inst., says the delay in the bombardment of
i'aris was caused partly by a quarrel between Gens.
Blumehthal and A on Boon. The latter wished the
ise of army horses to bring up the guns, while the
uiei
insisted that it was impossible to spare
in.
Von Boon finally yielded, and 4000 horses
now coming from Germany to drag the
siege
nil- from the railway terminus.
The condition of
Hie roads is fearful.
is
Food
very scarce in the
German camps, and some of the troops have been
w itliout meat three days.
THE SIEGE OF BELFORT.

French garrison at Belfort still makes a galdefence. The neighboring heights have all
ii
captured by the Germans, but not without
-idferiug eousiderable loss. The French losses in

I
lant

hi

The Next Apportionment. The House
Representatives now has 244 members,
CONGRESSIONAL ROOSTS. liy the new law, Congress, under the next
In ono of the novels of Sir Walter Scott, a apportionment, is to have 234 members. The
census returns indicate that the
population is
cunning old freebooter declines to rob another in the same line, for the reason that about 38,000,000, an increase of 7,000,000
“Hawks should not pick ont other hawk’s since 1800. This will give about 103,258
to a member. The New England
eyes”—which is another form of the adage population
that there should be “honor among thieves.” States will each lose one member, Massachusetts losing two. New York will lose four,
It is no doubt an excellent rule in the

profes-

sion, and one that should be lived up to.
recent

But

developments prove that the law is
ignored, to the sorrow of the vic-

sometimes
tim.

Our readers will remember the
exposure
of the operations of the

recently published
pretended dealers

in counterfeit money, in
New York, and the immense sums of
money
made l>v the scamps out of the verdant vil-

lainy of the country, which was revealed
when the police seized their books and correspondence. This correspondence revealed
the curious, but not
fact, dial a
surprising

preliminary engagements were comparatively
ylit. The German position has grcat.lv improved southern radical member of Congress, one
lately.
j ot the self-righteous saints,who cry "unclean”
'je

■

ANTICIPATED

SETTLEMENT OP

THE LUXEMBURG

QUESTION.
London, Doe. Mi. The English C abinet have
had under consideration Bismark's Luxemburg
iicular, m which he refers to several cases wherein Luxembourg has been
guilty of breaches of neutrality, ami states that Germany reserves to lierIt (In- liberty of proceeding further if
necessary.
Li i Granville replies Unit England sees in this asu.mi'r an amicable .settlement of the
difficulty,
.» i will accept the circular as an act of
accusation,
be made a tit subject for inquiry, and that the
tvi.i powers can await Hie result of Iho
investigation, either lilieratiug them or maintaining the
The Times oontuinlng a despatch from
treaty.
Hi "'it., which says. "The explanations rendered
",
tin- Luxemburg Government
regarding Its vioI.gioii of neutrality, and the assurances given
i'. ussiu of good behavior in the
future, remove all
: oiger of a conflict
arising out of the affair.” The
r ! Hall Gazette, in an editorial article on
the
i
vein burg question, declares it to bo the
duty of
I ngliind, in tliis crisis, to impress
the
Prusupon
ui Government the fact that her notions of
the
i-iiory ot Luxemburg will not be regarded with
ullcrencn by Great Britian, nor allowed to pass
uli impunity.
The mere departure from her
neiilrality on the part of Luxemburg is no excuse
t o' tliis Prussian aggression.
■

■

mi: al.vbama

claims; a plax of adjustment.
The Examinee lias an editorial article on the
message ot President Grant and the relations between Great Britain and the United States.
H nriliat the questions at issue between the two
c
Minn ies be left to a court of arbitration, and that
such a court sit permanently.

[Strictly confidential.]
Office of John a. Wimpy,
;
Attorney and Counsellok-at-l iw.
Dahlonf.Ga. Ua., Oct. 4, lSfilt. S
Messrs. Noyes & Co., New York. Wall Street.
Gents : I understand, from a source which I
deem reliable, that von have on hand fac Simile
hills of United States Treasure notes, well execut-

ed.

You will please send me bv Express $500 in twodollar fac Simile bills of U. S. Treasure notes, $500
in oue-dollar fac Simile bill of same, and $'>00 in

fifty-cents

bill ol lac Simile fractional Currency, U
States Treasure notes, i learn that you have
$15
per over two hundred dollars in fac Simile.
Be sure and send them to me and address : “lion
John A. Wimpy, Atlanta, Gn.” “C. O. 1>."
And oblige yours, &e.
John A. Wimpy.
T* S. I refer you to McKillon, Sprague ,fc Co., of
New York, for reference.
I am member of Congress elect from the fith nisi.
I mail a duplicate of the above by this mail to New
York, for fear I have the wrong No. on Wall
street.

The Hon. Wimpy's education appears to
have been as deficient as iiis
roguery and
and credulity were large. It is almost
VNOIHER PRUSSIAN ARMY FOR FRANCE.
superAdvices received here state another Germau fluous to
say that the Hon. Wimpy paid at
army numbering one hundred and titty thousand
the express office a large sum of
men. is about to cross the Rhine into France.
money for
The
destination of this army is at present unknown.
a box ot sawdust.
His allusions to the cirA NI-.VV PHASE OF THE WAR.
cumstance and to his lost §120 are
very
Herrin, Dec. Pi. King William has issued an
indeed. This is the way he betouching
order lo the German troops, in which he
says,
We are about to enter upon a new phaso of the wails the
deception and his hard fate.—
war.
All the attempts of the enemy to break the
Office of John A. Wimpy,
iii'cstmeut of Paris have been ill vain.
j
Several

Counsellok-at-Law,'

Attorney and
bu nch armies have advanced for the relief of
S
Dahlonkga, Ga., Oct, 4.
Paris, but all have been repulsed by the indomituc|c skill and bravery of the German
troops Should Messrs. Noyes A Co., New York.
l ranee persist in continuing the
struggle, soldiers Gk.nts : 1 just returned from llie attemlnnee of
t Germany will evince the same ardor that has the Superior Court in my circuit and found coinburacterlzed their adhesion to the Prussian cause box sent to me by express awaiting my return. 1
am much surprised and
throughoul the war, until peace is secured."
disappointed. I need not
communicate if Iain sold and deceived in you. 1
Vienna, Dee. IS.
suppose I have no remedv. Your note in the botA conference respecting mediation was held
by tom of the box says, “This is done to mislead the
'be representative-, of the neutral powers at the detectives. It will be sent to
you free of charge by
Foreign office on Tuesday last. Al! the ambassa- express—Keep cool. Do not mention our
name.
lira were present.
The basis proposed was fol- Destroy sill trace of our letters.
Shall we send
lows ;
your letters?"
Neutrals to acquiesce in the anuextion of LuxemSirs: I shall look and wait patiently and shall
bourg to acknowledge William as Kmperor of Ger- make enquiries for the package of
goods which you
many; France to pay 1,200,01)0,000; to raze two of promised to send. I have
paid out 8120 dollar's to
’•be troiitier fortresses; cede the district of Alsace
get your box here. I desire you to send all my
tv Germany and acknowledge the German
Finpcr- Tetters back by return mail.
oi.
John A. Wimpy.
Yours, Ac.,
omit Mosbourg said that France would sootier
And thus the Congressman’s lac similes
pay more money than cede one mile of territory.
London, Dee. in.
proved to be a sick family, very, lie went a
"in observer says Granville’s despatch to Bisand got shorn. The scamps
maick
expresses the hope Prussia will abstain
p om tin- enforcement of her theories and will frame who
rich out of their cunning scheme, of
got
amicable arrangements.
course never
expected to send anything in
Bordeaux, Sept. It).
I'm (ioverumcul here announced that the Prus- the
of counterfeits to their victims,
shape
sians, 21,000 strong, attacked Hmts yesterday with
but we doubt if they ever dreamed of
eleven batteries, and utter live hours, in which
getting
they
sustained
losses, they re-occupied the place, so rare a bird as a Member of
iieavy
Congress in
it is expected that the battle will be resumed to-day.
I lie Prussians attacked
Chuusly yesterday, blit their trap. In future Wimpy will doubtless
not in force, and were easily repulsed.
consider it as personal for anybody to say
1 he enemy fulls back us Bourbaki advances.
I'lie French troops have Viereson.
Brltanuy is “counterfeits,” as Butler does if an allusion
greatly excited. The people are all taking up arms, is made to
spoons.
uni so great are the numbers of troops going forwnrd that the roads are almost closed to public
Speaking of Ben Butler, reminds ns that
travel.

wool-gathering

there is another of the name in Congress, the
Honorable II. R. Butler, of Tennessee, an-

CONGRESS.

other sweet-scented radical.
membered that he was found
cadet

appointments.
again, this time

It will be

re-

guilty ot selling

Well, he has just

come

before the court of the
up
District of Columbia, where the Grand
Jury
have found two bills of indictment against
him for forgery. He made a victim of a

discussed till adjournment without commato a vote.
Saturday the 17th, the Senate called upon the
President to communicate to the Senate all inform- poor widow, who entrusted him with her
ation in his possession relative to the disorders and business, and
forged her endorsement to a
outrages on Union men in North Carolina, and Mr.
which
he obtained $137 of her
check,
by
I'rake replied to Mr. Scburz’s speech.
In the
House a hill from the Reconstruction Committee,
A meaner or more
money.
contemptible
removing political disabilities from twenty-five
citizens of Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and crime it is scarcely possible to conceive of.
was

buuisiaun, was passed.
Monday 19th, tiie greater part of tiie day was
'■pent by tiie Senate in a discussion of the question
of the
government’s liability to pay for individual
lusses m consequence of tiie
appropriation of private property to public uso
during the war.
Messrs. Bayard, Howe, Davis and Pratt sustained
tiie doctrine of liability Messrs.
Howard, Chandler
and Sherman opposed. Without a vote the Senate

The chances

that this choice specimen of
loyalty will exchange the sleek

Southern
suit of the

are

Congressman

for the

motly garb

of the convict.

This does not by any means complete the
list of worthies, but we will defer the furafter adjourn- ther enumeration until another time.

went into executive sessiou and soou
ed. In the House the
Judiciary committee were
ordered to inquire Into the
charge of corruption
md bribery at the last Congressional election in the
haslern district of Rhode Island, witli
power to
!*end lor persons and papers.
On 1 uesday, ‘idtli, in the
Senate, the resolution
tor the appointment of Commissioners to
report ou
the condition ol San Domingo, with a view to annexation, was taken up. They were discussed at
length, lint without disposing of the matter, the
Senate adjourned.
In the (louse, Iugersoll of llliuois, made a
personal explanation in regard to an attack on himself
liy the New York Kvening Post. He said it was
inspired by a brother of the editor, whom he hail
caused to bejremoved from office for bad character
having a lot of illegitimate children. The amnesty
bill was then considered.

A

of editorial notice is coming
into fashion, which may be styled the puff
matrimonial. Here is rather a neat specinew

style

men, which we clip front an exchange—
Miss Mellie X\ Barker and Mr. Edward M. Clark
of New Haven, whose engagement we announced
several months since, will be married at the residence ot the bride’s father, No. 4 Home Place, on
Wednesday, December 21. The ceremony will
tako place at 4 p. in., and the reception front o to 7.
Mr. Clark is to be congratulated upon having won
the hand of one of the handsomest and most admired belles of the Elm City.

If that scribe isn’t invited to the

The
and

and Ohio three each.

capital
jobbers

of this

very

of

equally

is said to consist of 20 The bleak winds whistle—snow showers, far and
near.
at $15,000 each.
To this company
Drill without echo to the whitening ground:
mineral lands, mill
Autumn
hath past away, and, cold and drear.
and
privileges
Winter stalks in with frozen mantle bound.
prospective town sites in San Domingo have
The recent cold weather has closed up the
been granted. They also have the
monopoly mud iu our streets, and
though they have a
of banking, of building railroads and of runwe can again get around
rough
appearance,
ning steamboats. They are authorized in
with comfort. Our fancy goods stores and
the event of annexation, to survey the whole
are thronged with people who are
public domain of the Republic, and to have toy shops
articles
to present to their friends
selecting
one-fifth of the samo by way of
compensaand relatives on Christmas.
tion.
This one-fifth they arc to locate for
The Supreme J udicial Court tor this county
themselves, in any portion of the island seclosed
its December session here on Saturday
lected. With such a fine bargain in
prolast, having continued only live
evening
it
is
no
wonder the scheme is pushed
spective,
It was an exceedingly short term,
days.
upon the attention of the Senate with such
but more business was got through with durpertinacity. The dividends will be large,
live days than is done at some
and hence the interest felt in the movement ing those
terms that continue for three or four weeks.
at the White House.
Two civil actions and four criminal cases
There is trouble brewing between the ne- were disposed of by a jury trial, and the
docket was very much reduced by the Court.
groes ami carpet baggers in the South. The
latter arc perfectly willing to hold all the Tin* Grand Jury was in session two days,
and found fifteen indictments, ten common
offices, and to kindly permit the negroes to
sellers of intoxicating liquor, two nuisance,
vote for them, but when Sambo asks for an
U
office for himselt there is straightway trouble one felonious assault, and two bad road.
in the camp.
Tn Georgia, where the radical was expected by many that the ease of hitchfield would be disposed of at this term, but
voters are almost all negroes, there lias beeu
it is evident the Judges of onr Supreme
some pretty plain talk.
The Macon Union,
which dispenses law and gospel to the loyal Court mean to carefully consider his case becrowd in (hat vicinity, talks to Sambo tlius- fore sending it back. The ease of Joshua
Daniels, accused of robbing the Lime lloek
]y
"If die colored people protest in forcing them- Bank, and who is now sick in Belfast jail
selves before the people for high offices, they will
awaiting trial, was considered by the Court
not only defeat their prospects for such positions
Mr. Monland, his
for all time, hut will blast the hopes of the Repub- on Saturday evening.
lican party—their only friend.”
counsel, submitted an affidavit of Dr. MonIt will take a large amount of this kind of
roe, of Belfast, stating his condition, and
talk to make the negro forget, the endearargued that humanity required that lie should
ments lavished on them in times past, as be
released on very small bail, or allowed to
well as the provisions id' the civil Rights
go out on his own recognizance, as it was
Rill and the loth amendment. There is cerimpossible for hint to live but a very short
tainly trouble brewing.
time, and that he should have been so released at the last term of Court, and if longTHE FIRST
er confined he must very soon die.”
NEGROJN THE HOUSE.

tion, and probably would have been return- not ii>; the amount of bail, as he has no means
ed had not the Democrats of the district vot- of knowing how much the accused might be
ed tor the negro, as the most respectable man able to furnish, and ho thought lie would
of the two.

The New York Herald’s

spondent gives the following account
swearing in of the new member—

not indicate any amount, as the whole matter
of the could lie refered to Judge Dickerson, at Belfast.” The absence of Mr. Gould, who is in

corre-

the first time m the history of the government n negro was sworn in to-day as a member of
House
of Representatives. The fortunate inthe
dividual is J. W. Rainey, and succeeds B. i\
Whittemoro, of cadetship'selling notoriety, from
South Carolina. Rainey was elected to serve out
the balance of Wliittemore’s term in the present
Congress. On the opening day of the session, about
a week ago, there were numerous inquiries for the
“negro member," and to-day, when he put in an
appearance for the first time, he was the centre of
attraction on the floor as well as in the galleries.
A light mulatto, with long, dark, straight, glossv
hair, bushy side whiskers and decidedly Caucasian
features, he looks more like a Cubau than a negro.
In this respect he is quite unlike the negro Senator
from Mississippi, Revels, who has the African
features as well as the woolly hair. Rainey came
torward at the request of the Speaker, after his credentials had been presented, and amid perfect silence took the iron-clad oath.
He did not meet
with as warm a reception on the part of the members as Revels did in the Senate when he took his
seat in that body. As he passed towards his seat in
the rear of the Hall—the southeast corner—the
only member who thought it worth while to shake
hands with him was Horace Maynard, of Tennessee.
When he had reached his place two or three
of the South Carolina members came over to congratulate him. He evidently felt a good deal out of
place, and no little disappointment at the freezing
reception he receivod from his republican brethren
of the white persuasion. The negro member’s first
vote was given in favor of General Banks’ St.
Domingo resolution. He was born in Georgetown,
District of Columbia, where his father and mother
were both slaves, and is about
thirty-nine years of
age.
For

New York, caused

many actions 1o be con-

tinued.
On Wednesday and Thursday evenings of
last week, the members of the Congregationol Cluireh

Choir, together with other
gave an Old Folks Concert at the
Methodist Vestry, and the ladies of that
society furnished an old fashioned supper,
consisting of turkey, baked beans, Indian

singers,

j

informed,

The

to about two hundred dollars.

Berry Brothers,

stable

keepers,

have

removed from their old stand on Lime ltock
street to their new building, erected during
the past season, on Maine street. They are

enterprising

young men, up with the times,
and can furnish some of the best turnouts in
the city.
Mr. George Coombs, alias
Dock,” of
South Thomaston, created quite a sensation
during the past week, while our streets were

leading lady
girl, and

Boston

a

was

An

Ibeu

Omaha man penned up a neighbor's ci w and
sold him milk lor three weeks.
The lutt.

educated at the Bowdoin school in this city. has just found out the joke ami
gone to Jaw about
Her stage career commenced as a child at the it.
Tie* London Times remarks that there are not
Museum, and with almost everything needful
ten Irishmen iu Ireland whodonot think of
coming
to make a
lie has
actress,

good
against her,
by hard study and the force of her genius,

to America

some

Hon. Lot M

tune or

other.

Morrill is

recovering.

risen to the front ranks other profession.
rin v have had another land slide on the h'uox *te
She is now considered by many as second to Lincoln railroad, opposite Bath. It will take them
about a week to Hud the track again for one fourth
no star actress in the United States.
OI of a mile
with full, well rounded form,
lie Providence Press published its opinion that
and
rather than hand- Annie .M Bound- had behaved
intellectual,
pleasant
uuprettliy, ami
some face, and a voice at all times full, clear Annie sued the papei for libel.
The deieudaut*
and musical, she would anywhere be consid- pleaded the truth iu justification, and the jury
ered a very beautiful and attractive woman. thought the plea a correct one. So Annie is not so
average

height,

Well Oil

before the suit.

US

A company has been formed iu
Boothbty, with a
capital oi ten thousand dollars, for the purpose ol
prosecuting the ice business. They have a pond ol
twenty acres, with tie* outlet on the DaiuurDeotta
river, it llodgdon’s Mill*.
A man iu < avcudish, \
giving him the small pox.

has sued another for

It is reported that Aurora, one of the
largest
islands <»t the New Hebride-, in the South Pacific,
has disappeared bodily beneath the sea.
The
island wu** l td «(uare miles iu extent, ami was in

The

■it thirty ,,r fbrlv
proposed buiM/'m? will
sympathy of people would be impossible to describe him but see thou land
dollars
The
u
will he vk. t
generally is *vith the lady, whom they be- him once as the “Member from Cranberry empt it from taxation.
lieve to be the object of a cruel conspiracy. Centre,” “Paul Pry” or the scapegrace boy
troubles in the Cabinet at Washington cuutiuuw
People who have known her from childhood in “The Stoops to Conquer,” and your ach- Ackerman, Attorney (iciieral, is the latest nam i>
ot tin* si« k brethren who
propose to retire
aver that, with the exception of a very violent ing sides and shaking limbs will attest the
The I.ewiston Journal >ays that a vessel
and perfectly ungovernable temper, which force of his genius. His “Sir Peter Teazle”
recently
in heaving up her anchor in Boothbav harbor
at times an ounts almost to madness, and is said to be the finest ever enacted on any hooked a chain
lying on tho bottom. The chain,
And in characters requiring great was taken in and the anchoi attached to it, when it
which has been irritated and exasperated in- stage.
was found that the other end of the
haiu w.ato outbreaks by her husband, she is by no tenderness, pathos, and simplicity, he has no fouled round another anchor with
haiu to that
She was at one time employ- rival—not even excepting his cousin, Joe all of which Were secured.
means insane.
>ome generous
ed on the editorial stall' of the Boston Trav- Jefferson, who has acquired so great a repu
Englishmen have sent $oOdd r*
(he British minister at Washington, to be distribut
In
lie
Van
as
Winkle.
dressing
llip
eller, and within the week has visited the ot- tatiou
ed to the widows and orphans of the crew of Ibc
fice ot that paper for the purpose of obtain- is observant of the minutest particulars, and Oneida. The children of
Capt. Williams h iv re
ing the above mentioned letter in the New his make ups form no inconsiderable part of eived $10,000 contribute I in this country.
Whilst there she talked calm- bis good acting. If lie is to appear just from
York World
The wife of the convict, Ifo,well, endeavored to
ly and rationally upon that and other sub- a long ride on a stormy night, coat and bools obtain a conference with him dav -*i si\ dn
but he refused to
lici
jects, and gave not the slightest appearance are splashed with mud, and as a well-bred

the

case,

though

the

v

a

<

>

a

>

-cr

indication of Insanity. Her appearance in
Court is thus described by the above menor

tioned

correspondent:

“Mrs. Phelps sits h.v the side of the counsel, neatly and plainly dressed, and retaining her bonnet
and shawl. She listens almly and attentively to
the evidence against her, hut appears to take no
notice of those about her so far as casting her eyes
In fact she shuns
about the room is concerned.
publicity, and seems absorbed in the matter under
hearing. In an earnest, rational, and business like
way she in an undertone makes explanations and
suggestions to her counsel in their cross-examinations, which they seem to listen to carefully and
act upon as ihough of great weight tu the matter.’’

gentleman in a drawing-room scene he iperfeetion itself. He has no studied attitudes,
but walks about the stage as naturally as if
lie

were

In his voice

at home.

quaint humor, haul
readily recognized in

to

lie

there is

disguised,

a

and

groom,

woven

in

tlowers, and surmounted

Tho soldiers’Asylum at logos, neat Augusta
robbed lad wed.
l! but just t.» Ben Bull- 1
to state that h
in prove an albi, b dug in W ashwas

ington

at

tin* time.

They think they have
up in New Hampshire.

e

*t

a

pauthcr in the

\v<

d-

whatcvei character lie
like cold weather
Nothing conquers obsiiu.n
Whatever he undertakes, he does it brings every man to his .sure,
[N.'J Tiiuc-*
well and carefully, no matter how slight, tinI’lK I’ortland \ keimcb.
It F height depot al
Yarmouth, with its coiibuls, was burned on Fri
pan, and thus has won his success.
day, a*, also their passenger depo* and wood sin I
Tin* Sunday evening lectures have been containing 300 cords ut w ood at < 'ornbet laud. I.Om
superceded by dramatic readings. Walter on both about >7ooo.
—

enacts.

Montgomery, the eminent Knglisli tragedian,
give to-morrow evening, at the Boston

is to

Theatre,

a

selection of dramatic recitations
As You Like It.

Shakspear’s Hamlet,

from

King Lear,
Hood and

Richard I IT, and also from Poe,
Montgomery. The next step in

the farce is to bo “Sacred

Tragedies”

enact-

Platforms,” by eminent I>
another fair bride has been led to the hymethe
subject to be selected from the bilile
IPs;
nial altar, and the papers have been called
Thu approaching Women’s Bazaar, to be
upon to chronicle a more brilliant wedding hidden in Music Hall week after next, is atthan has happened in Massachusetts since the
tracting much attention There are to billutIcr-Ames ceremony at Lowell last sumtables representing the dUl'ereiit. States, and
The parties most interested on this
mer.
It will probably
some cities in those States.
impoitant occasion were the daughter ot be one of the grandest Fairs that lias been
Hon. Alexander ltice of this city and the son
seen here for some time, and its patronage
of Judge Davies of New York. 'I ho cerewill be large in proportion. The proceeds
mony took place at the Church of the Emanu- are to be used for the
purpose ol seeming
el (Dr. Vinton) and will long be rememberJT ttt ir.
the right of suffrage to women.
ed by the witnesses as a most brilliant and
attractive scene. The church was reached
PROBATE COURT.
by passing under a canvas canopy, elegantly
carpeted and decorated, and above the aisles Asa Turi’.r.orcii, Judge—B. 1\ Field, Kcgi>ter.
of the church stretched eight arches of ever-

pudding, pumpkin pies, etc., of which your
The greens wreathed with tlowers. On the altar
correspondent partook bountifully.
net proceeds of the affair amounted, 1
appeared the monograms of the bride and
ant

Clark—is

refused to grant; and since that time Mrs. ever had. He lias from the first, and almost habited.
Tin* tunnelling of Mount Cents, which is to fur
Phelps has been persecuted, by husband and continually been connected with this estabnisli a railroad track about live miles
and
a
to
Boston
without
seethrough
visit
in
children,
every conceivable manner. The lishment,
mountain of solid rock, to connect Frauce and:
is
ot
an
until
Warren
almost
is
the
another
from
trial
ing
ought
thing. ilalv, will he completed next mouth.
pending
petition
an He has come to be considered one of the
son to have Ills mother incarcerated in
l ln- Masonic trateniitv of Ko* klaud,
propo.*- f<>
Asylum. There is also a cross suit by Mrs. “sights” of the Hub. Although now in the erect ip that city an elegant structure 00x100 feet
the
ground il tor is to contain three stores, ih>Phelps lor a divorce from her husband. decline of his powers, bis acting has al- second
story a laige hail for public purposes and
Public opinii n is very much divided about ways the freshness and vigor of youth. It tie* third story b> hr devote I to tin- Masonic ordri

Mr. Rice, County Attorney, replied that
tlie advent of the Mississippi
“lie
had no doubt of the facts stated in the
in
the
United
States Senate, a
From all evidences there is little doubt of
negro Revels,
colored man and brother lias put in an ap- affidavit ol Dr. Monroe, and should have no the lady's sanity: or it she is insane, not to
pearance in the House. He takes the place objection to what had been requested by de- that degree that requires conliiieinent. The
of the carpet-bagger Whiltomore, who was fendant's counsel, if lie could see his way- law. however, is sometimes tardy in
doing
expelled for selling cadet appointments. It clear to do so.” The Court said “he could justice, and it is hard to say how the unhapwill be remembered that Whittemore an- not take the personal recognizance of the py all'air will terminate.
nounced himself as a candidate for re-elec- accused, as he was not present, and he could
From the blessed regions of Union Park

Following

Annie

On the stage, with all the accessions of rich
by sundry applications
broomstick, and divers bits of Hying crock- and tastetul dressing she is at times very
ery. All of which proceedings the doctor lovely. Her acting is always marked with
thinks highly improper, and conclusive evi- carefulness, and a line conception of the
dence that the lady is insane. Therefore he character she is portraying, and never fails
persuaded their ton, Charles Phelps, an at- to win commendation from her auditors.
torney in the Ci:y of New York, to petition The most important part ol the Museum comfor the confinement of his mother. This pe- pany however, is the ronownedjWarren, who
tition Judge White, on the 3d of last August, is doubtless the best comedian America lias

Rockland, Dee. 19, 1870.

ed

Pulpit

on

The following business
her Term ot said Court

was

transacted at the Deccm-

Administrations on thk Estate or Nathaniel
Abigail It. Stowers, Administratrix; Francis

Edward Itawlcv, of St. lieorgn, a seaman on
sehr. Sarah Fish of Si. John, N. B., lately wreck 1,
la* Frail, walked all the way to Bangor, on hi
wav home.
The police found him loJginj m
shed, and sent him forward l»\ steamer

on

An enthusiastic Connecticut man undo t!i
to. $l,oon that Join.
Hoflnian will be nominal. I and rh tc 1 I re-id* nf
3d, $1,000 that < rilbert < Walker. <*f \ irgiuia, v\ »i#
be nominated and elected Vice President
i»
civ the larger popnfai
$1,000 that \\ alker will
vote.
Ilh. .'l,oi hi that the State oft onuei ti nit \v >d
give a majority km lletfmau tad Wulkei

lowing propositions

■

Some inf .her-, in attempting to Mow open ihe
bank sale at Wnkford, R l.,set tlie building un
tire, m.I ii

was

consume.t.

Tin*

contents

of the

\atilt were saved.
A petition from tin* citi/ens ot Deer Die, uskim:
for protection to fishermen, has been presented n
<

’ongre.-s.

Monroe Young, Esq., ot tins eiiy. has poi.hii.-e l
house and lot at South IJaueoek for a suiumej
wideiicc, and Messrs. E. <’rahtree, at the end
t
Crabtree's point, on which they propose to in t
next
buildings
year.
[Ellsworth American.
a

Speaking of some ot the political utteiaii. es of
Senator Yates, a Chicago paper says: “We appeal
from Yates drunk to Yates sober.” This is all a;,
peul to a tribun I that was uholi-hed twenty yeui
ago. [ I,ou. Pour. lour.
Among recent continuations ot Postmasters were
David McFarland, at Ellsworth, and.S. <j. Thurlovv
at Belfast.

A contract for grading the Portland and Ogdens
Herrick, Emily F. Herrick, Administratrix; William burg Railroad, the Argus sa>s, ha- becu awarded
Farrow, William Pitcher, Executor; Samuel Paul, Iddo to Teiimuil,
Hogan A Dray.
tions met the eye in all directions, which addK. Paul, Executor.
The
l uioii declares tiiat the Ka.h
Rochester
ed to the gorgeous dresses, the sparkling
over
minor
Koao
(Jl'Akdianu Attointkd—Henry
pally is going to the dogs. If this is true, it J- a
jewels and gleaming lights reminded one heirs of Walter F. Dodge, deceased, James Severance melancholy thing lor the dogs. |L.m. Pom in.
over
The over H. M. Skinner, ot Searsniout; Joh n M.Snow
most of the enchantments ol lairy-land.
The Bath Time- foreshadow* :i g rand ma-qic rad
minor heirs of Thomas Shaw, deceased ; Miles S. Staples
bride entered leaning upon the arm of her over minor heirs ot Johu (>. Hurd, deceased; Nathan ball in that city.
father, and was exquisitely arrayed in white Sawyer over minor heirs of Isaac McCorrlson, deceased.
A Detroiter who took a tlask of whiskey with
Inventories Filed on Estate of—William Berry,
him on a shooting trip, stun k a lace track iu the
satin, with point lace veil and flounce, with
late ot Stockton; Minor heirs of Eliza Knowltou, late ot suburbs on Ins return, and walked around it .11
wreath of orange blossoms and diamond orlie didn’t get to town
Lincolnvllle; Minor heirs ot William C. Coombs, late ot night, wondering why
She was attended by six brides- Belfast; Eben Whitcomb, late of Belfast.
naments.
The livelic-t !<• ds in the l.ewistou Journal are

by an elegant lloral

device.

Similar decora-

so very muddy.
He is the driver of att ac- maids, and the bridegroom by a correspondcommodation stage from that place to this ing number of groomsmen. A magnificent
city, and carries the mail. On the aforesaid reception at the house of Mr. Rice closed the
One of the Congressional sensations of last day he drove his old dobbin into the
city wedding festivities.
week was the resolution introduced into the through Main street, attached to a punt boat
There has been much excitement in theatriSenate by MeCreery, providing that the in which were himself, and a boy to steer. cal circles here during the week, caused by
bodies of the soldiers interred at Arlington, At the stern was a flag enseribed “U. S. a revolution at the Globe. The difficulty has
(ien. Lee's estate, be removed, and the estate Mail.” I am informed that the city council been of long standing, and was occasioned

wedding, restored to the family. It gave opportunity contemplate scraping the mud off our streets
with a front seat and a bottle of
only for the airing of windy loyalty and de- and drying it in flic reservoir, which they
The Brunswick Telegraph says that in
clearing wine, with liberty to kiss the bride, then nunciation, and served no
up a pine timber lot in Topsham, an old graveyard
good purpose. It erected the past season, so that it can be put
was discovered in which the latest date on the there is no
gratitude in “one of the hand- is better to let the dead lie in their graves, on the streets another summer. If so, George
gmvostoiies was 1771. Pines stood around and
close to the grave measuring from two to three feet somest and most admired belles of the Elm and the slumbering passions of a past strife will not have a chance to poke fun at our
city
iu circumference.
City.”
Nomknv
sleep the sleep that shall know no waking.
again.
provided

the Journal.

wind bo miles per hour in veloriiy. Mini snowing
zealous in her cause, and “leading parts.” Whilst the celebrated conThe thickness of tin* frost on I »p Top House 1- J
for the last few years the lady has been al- tralto—Adelaide Phillipps -as a dancing girl inches.
lowed to remain undisturbed at Needham, —made her first bow to the public upon its
in Chicago, b mnets arc worn “high, with a reel
The present
Miss iu tin mainiopsail and a spanker over the ehiguon
Mass., about twelve miles front Boston, boards.

found to be

Ot the

congregation

|

eide with the

GUN ERALITIES.
predictions. The Traveller is
made the medium of their communications,
Ill**
Knglish steamer t'In! ilde, had :i hard lime in
Correspondence
and through its columns the public is getting crossing tin* Atlantic. She „t;»rtc<l for Monlr.
Daily
U
Kennebec Journal. The publishers are out The
Phelps Insane Trial—A Brilliant Wed- “behind the scenes” and learning all about the •foul Newcastle, with a cargo of iron. o,a gg
with a prospectus, announcing their terms as
ding-Revolution at the Globe Theatre- “starring system” that Mr. Wallack don’t had her decks sweiit, was badly daina grd, and put
Boston Museum—Warren as an Actorback. It was so laic when she sailed
follows—
again, that
like, whose nose “would have been tweaked,”
Women’s Bazaar—Other Items.
her destination was changed to Portland,
1
to ono address for the session.
sin*
$2.Oft
“the brotherly allection,” and Mr. Feehter’s
copy
missed Portland harbor, and wont ashore mi \U II0 copies
8.7">
••
i>eo.
10
l.'i.OO
Boston,
10, 1870.
temper—which alas is so frequently the com- r.eacli, where she laid al last account'
Additional subscribers taken at the same rate.
The republication, in the Boston Common- panion of genius. The upshot of the whole
A Boston genii.an who could mil waltz
ollered
The business and professional men will wealth, of a letter, written
by the Boston cor- matter is that they can’t agree, and so Feeb- a young lady *100 if she would lei him hug l„ ,,
the III 111 did who had just waltzed with In i'
want to sen a full record of the way and doof
the
New York World, has giv- ler has resigned, and will leave in four weeks,
respondent
I In* Bangor Whig has seen a pair of wooden
ings of our law givers, and they cannot do en publicity to a trial, at present going on in taking Miss Lc Clereq with him.
“ku.-s, such as the Swedish colonisl- in Aroostook
better than to take the Journal. As (lie De- in this oily, which few
Ami very soon there is also to be "war’ at
persons outside of the
wear,
i liitik ot wooden shoes in M line snows
mocracy have no daily organ there with parlies interested knew anything about, and tlie Museum, not oi this character however, Shoe
fly I
which to make defence, we pray the Journal lias
suggested many enquiries and much talk it is perhaps not necessary to say ; but the Tin* l.ewislon Journal
says tin* town ot Bootlito treat them considerately and tenderly.
as to the relative merits of the ease.
The production of a play under this terrible title. hay. with a population nl three thousand, lias iml
an Irishmuu. a negro, or a John Smith in it.
I'm
there are two, one for confinement The Museum is one ot the oldest Theatres in
suits,
Alexandre Dumas, the celebrated French on
And now- a man in Madison comes forward with
the plea ot insanity, the other for divorce Boston, having been erected in 1810
by its an unseasonable invention to
novelist, is dead. He was a quadroon, or tor
prevent lieus from
are
ot
Hon.
Moses
alleged cruelty,
Kimball, and
long standing, present proprietor,
aii't he liv some restraint on tins
one
scratching,
quarter negro, with decided African
At that time was opened to the public on the second of < >ld
having originated in 1801.
Scratch
features. He achieved a high reputation for
Mrs. Phelps, who is a sister of Hon. Ira November of the same year.
Combining the
The Bangor Whig say, one day last week, as
a class of sensational novels, of which the
Harris, formerly United .States Senator from attractions of a large and choice Museum Mr. Neal of the lirm of Ramsdell A Neal, gun
Three Guardsmen and Monte Christo were
of Bangor, was handling a loaded revolve;
New York, and a lady ot great natural abili- with a theatre, it never fails to draw goodly smiths,
left for repairs, it was aceidentallv
the most celebrated.
discharged nut
the
as
as
of
hall,
sized
well
audiences within its inviting doors. The
ties,
passing through one of Mi Neal's lingers
unusually high mental and
and a thick rap on Mr. Ramsdell’* head, llattcin d
moral culture, filed a suit for divorce from nature of the plays put upon its boards are itself
It would bo unkind of the Ilaytien minisagainst the latter gentleman's skull. Forher husband ; but soon afterwards withdrew never offensive to good taste, and among the tunately neither was dangerously wounded, though
ter at Washingto.i to add anything to the
it was a narrow escape.
it on the application of Senator Harris, for audiences are frequently to be seen eminent
bad odor of the San Domingo business at
Ail exchangs says “the mission of tins Uadiial
the appointment of a guardian to take care scholars, lawyers, doctors and divines. This
party i- to dam the current of public, opinion
Washington, but l.e says be lias some damof the suit, alleging that his sister was in- latter laet, of course, is also true of other Whether tins bo so or not, it is certainly the miaging disclosures to make. lie don’t seem
sion of public* opinion to duum the Radii d party
sane.
Previous to this Mrs. Phelps had, theatres. It is no longer considered “a great
to have proper regard tor the feelings of
[Lou. < 'our.-Jour.
the
sin”
for
a
advice
of
this
minister
of
the
same
been
to
be
conseen at
by
brother,
gospel
brother Grant.
Hon. A. I*. UouId is not able to attend the presfined from April 1800, to September 1801, in some place of amusement. A recent Matinee ent session ol the
Supreme Court in Knox County
A
very considerate Mack horse stopped in front the McLean Insane Asylum at Somerville. at the Globe numbered among its auditors, being sick in N« w York.
of the Whig A Courier Office on Saturday, and deThe excitement attendant upon these various Uev. Robert Collyer and Rev. James FreeBetribuf ion in Ohio.
While a fanner was thrashliberately kicked to pieces the front part of the
ho soil in a shed, the roof tell in and broke the
wagon to which lie was attached. I Bangor Whig. petitions was very great at the time, and man Clark, as well as the eminent lecturei ing
old man's shoulder.
The incident was a forerunner. Sambo, caused many comments both from the, press Geo. N. Curtis. The Boston Museum,
though
1 he adventurous and learned individuals who
the black horse that has long drawn the and the public. Dr. Kirk, a prominent Bos- a small theatre, has yet had upon its stage
have taken up their residence for the winter on the
Whig’s party so easily and comfortably ton clergyman, was a warm friend of the some of the greatest actors of the present top of Mount Washington, scud tin* followmr
along, is getting restive, l’retty sosm that persecuted lady, and at one time is said to day, including Booth, Forrest, Proctor and despatch concerning the slate of tilings in high
“considerate black horse” will kick the radi- have forcibly wrested her from the hands of Charlotte Cushman. It was here that Kate life—
•Summit, Mount Washington, Dec. loth,— H’
cal gocart in the south all to pieces. Let the her persecutors, and to have given her shel- Reignolds, Kate Deniu, Lucille Western and
M. The thermometer, “J; barometer, UJ, 11 wiuJ.
ter tinder his own roof.
Other friends were Josie Orton had their iirst experience in north-west; clouds on tin* mountain
Whig take care ot its shins.
«!«usi
of

Business nutters look squally. Fhere is an
almost total stagnation, many persons are
Southern States, Virginia, North Carolina,
out ol employment, and there is a
general
Louisiana and Kentucky will lose one each
feeling of uneasiness. In Philadelphia, in where she has lived quietly and comfortably,
and Texas will gain one. Of the Western
two weeks past, fourteen linns have failed, receiving calls from her friends and acquaintStates, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Wiscon- with a total
liability of $775,000. This is a ances, from time to time.
sin and Kansas gain one each, and Illinois
ller husband, Hon. Charles A. l’helps,
bad exhibit for the party of a high protective
and Missouri two. New Jersey it is thought
who
was formerly a practicing physician,
tariff, that claims to have the cure-all for
may gain one. and is the only State on the
but is now the government pension agent for
and
business
trouble.
every political
Atlantic coast which will gain. Of the whole
Boston, is a man of considerable wealth, and
country, New England loses seven, the Midwell known here both in business and politiTwice two are four. | Belfast Journal.
Twice two is four. [Saco Independent.
dle States nine, and the Sou them States three
cal circles. He is said to lie a hard, exactwhile the West gains nine—the Pacific States
Perhaps you are right. Our microscope is ing man Moreover, it is rumored that beout of order, and the point is pin line to be
remaining as heretofore.
hind the scenes there is another “lady fair.”
seen without one.
This state of affairs Mrs. Phelps seems to be
The Philadelphia Age says Hen. Grant is
perfectly cognizant of, and as the doctor
LETTER
the agent of a New York company in the efFROM^ ROCKLAND.
maintains, gently reminds him of his duty
Correspondence of the Journal.
fort to annex San Domingo to the I'nited
of the
to herself

Pennsylvania

whenever the name of Democracy is heard—
that one of these exceedingly virtuous men,
had been in negotiation for a supply of “the States.
queer.” His first epistle to the kind friends brokers
in New York who were to make his fortune, shares,
all the
was as follows:

■>

l'liurs.lay the loth, the resolution allowing tlio
detail of supernumerary army officers to
professorships in certain colleges and universities was passed .11 the Senate, and Mr. Sehurz Uien made a
long
speech on national md Missouri politics. In the
House a hill was p issed approjiriuting IlSOO.OOO for
building a steam revenue cutter, and the amnesty
bill

of

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

by jealousies between Kechter, Mrs. Chanfrau
ft has been considered
and Mr. Wallack.
from the first, by many, to be almost an impossible thing to keep four such artists upon

Stowers,
A.

Accounts Allowed
late of

Prospect;

on

Estate

of—Emily Heuguu, those which relate to liquor seizures. We have
Hilkey, late suspicion that the paper favors prohibition with an

Minor heirs of Martha H.

Islesboro; Miuor heir ot Win, E. Hatch, late ot lsle- eye to the interest of its columns.
boro; Charles Wotton, lute of Belmont; Frank F.
Darkey repeaters were spotted iu the Mobile city
Staples, late of Stockton; Ephriam McKeen, late ot election
bv disloyal whites, who stood at the pollSwauville.
with tish-liooks corresponding in number to that of
Belof
Wills Probated of—William Farrow, late
the ward. When the loval African had exercised
his franchise, they quietly tautened a hook iu hifast.
«»k
k
coat-tail, and when he tried to vote in another ward
Warrants of Insolvent v Issuedon Esta
the
1’his
late
hook was a sure witness against him
William Uodgdon, late ot troy; William Clew ley.
discouraged the nationV-ward-.
of Stockton.
The steamer Ivatahdiu left her whart in Bangor
Licenses to Sell Heal Estate Heirs ot James
N. Pendleton, late of Prospect, Heirs ot Amos B till
on Monday, and found only thin ice to get through.
of

more,

late of Sears mont.

Eben Whitto Widow in Estate of
late ot Belfast, deceased
the same stage and not have trouble. The comb,
Warrant o? Dower on K<ta ru of—Frauds Darby,
conclusion of the experiment seems to coin- late ot Belfast, deceased.
Allowance

Bangor
ance

of

a

w ill recklessly plunge into the extravagcalico dance on ( hristinas.

The Skowhegau Reporter think- there
miles iu Somerset county

are

coal

nil tin

"

ry oi s m.tor Morrill th-

iv. o\

Seint-

M m.

K.

light revives. Til:' PorHand Press and .Yilver■'! the campaign with a skirmish last

-ii

'■

and

Frank

Bickford, together

with

1-dward Whittier, have formed a company tinder
the name ol Win, k. Bickford &
Co., for the pur«e. U.
pose oi shipping ice from our city. They are creelYin "tioti is called to the
advertisement oft able ing on tiie Must side of tile river, above the paper
l.'A Wit'. Hulls uni Sll.les
mill wharf, an ice house which will be lot) feet
ill t<l-d.iv’s paper.
long
Mr. ll ii. has introduced a Hill to make
by ion wide, with 21 feet posts. It is built on a
a naval
cobwork foundation, and will be connected with h
t it i.hi at Alt. I lesi rl.
lUbail where vessels can load, the ice being slid
I lk- house ot .1.
Winslow .1 me-, of anned corn
I down ready for shipping. The house will hold
burned in l-.ntl md on
Monday. from ! about lioOO tons, and the
crop will be taken from
inikinm n
ms,..

Hi

t („

u

■

time, mid the proprietor absent.

\

n ms took

has thirl y mi.-Ih

*-'lM "
>
th
Works blew lip,

ti,t,|o-n.ot

t..

<u

snow

,.

,.i',

the meadow. This is
u may be successful.

in I lie woods.

new

enterprise, and

we

1 rust

Mr.

(Juimby, in his capacities of City Clerk and
Treasurer of the Savings Bank, has frequent calls
upon his knowledge ol things, some of which are

Woreestei gas
killing the mayoi of-the city, who
In

.,

a

u th-- works, ami
injuring work- a little beyond his reach. The last call we give beI iio city i- now in darkness at
low \ erbatim et literatim—
night.
I Ik' natives of Australia kill
to the Savings Bunk
their useless rela.hi-,
itow fortunate it i- that our President i- not
of Belfast sur
o' aboriginal
Australian!
X A Sun.
oblege me enuf to gearek Kobard B thorn as aimanicks
se if goverment can
Hay there debt.
\
o« it. Pass A,
Tin-ship Winged Hunter, of
G. H.
1
apt. "mail, which arrived in tin- port on
on .ay. made the run
from Calcutta to Cape Cod
Judge Dickerson is holding court at Norridgeuuiety-iive days. She wa- on tin-coast dm in" wock.
■"
re. cut northwest
vales, md on the loth iusf
A lively scrimmage between the police and some
mght shelter under the lee of Xaiiset, where she
,i
holed ill eleven fathoms water, and rode out laborers of the
track-shifting gang, on Tuesday
■I
g lie in
P,
w(m,
safety.
Po-i, ;nt|.
evening, resulted in some hard blows and bloody
v Connecticut rural i.st, wlio-e
„,a.| ,.| hav was noses. The boys were running > little wide for
"in,! to
develop several heallhv laiiliidei reinein- narrow guage lolks.
".1,M “‘at be “drill prettv Hits to a stun u ill." on j
Ins way to market
The work of changing the guage of the railroad
I was finished on Wednesday. The crew performed
a large amount of work for tbe last three or four
TO CAL ITEMS, Ac.
d i> s, nud hud the track so far completed oil Tues<J *)' that a narrow guage louomotive was run over
News of the County and City.
the turntable to the engine house. There, is some
!...

in. n.

1

1

|

work remaining to be done at the stations, and at
Tin- third lecture of tinconnection with tliej Central track at Burnn
*ur-r. or.
Moidav. w:t- by «.*-n .James A
ham. it is hoped that the regular trains will eonii! tl: '-I I lain tie
»l i a.
i’li* led iiivr was eomplimence by Friday, although they may not until the
11,1
1 bv a lull aii'liric
that gave it- llti.livided
tirst of next week.
tentiou while he described the varying fortunes
Our readers will remember the curiously close
‘‘
Itattlt (C-uy-burir. the m -t tremendous
of the twin ships Cora and Lenora, built at
'u,kv t ui Uj a ii 1»v wh'■ •!i !.iv\
desperate plan sailing
the invasion -t tin North was foiled, and the this place last year. They liavo got together again,
both being at tbe Uuanape Islands, loading guano.
Itical death blow to tU<
rebellion given. Thu
tmvi illu-trated b> diagram- of tin* battle fleld They are nut going to the same port of discharge,
one being
bartered for Rotterdam and tbe other
«e positiou- ot the iiniiicv and
gave a verv clear
for Amsterdam, but tbe difference don’t amount to
ka of the
movements, -irate:? v and desperate
fightiiii: »( th> two day's combat. Tin manner and a dam.
the lecturer both a ive excellent satHave our readers noticed tbe present decorations
:
leoi,
We wished he had
of the bill-board on the corner opposite our office?
-u something ot
» a u
personal experiences and observations t They arc of home production, and have about them
iiiug the battle, as Web a-,
the thousand inci- the effulgence of genius. The central tigure relits that H
ape the pen ot the historian, and are presents a Fifteenth Amendment on his way to the
**l such absorbing iuieiv-:.
polls for the tirst time.
We
an all learn
* tlK Ticitke

1

GREAT FIRE

WISCASSET.

Union Pacific Railroad

j

j

reading, how this corps <»i Jiat division were
-n d.
when the line advanced and when it was
ed back but we Waiit to know how the in-

■

dividuai soldier hare himself in the light, how
they
e->ked. ou tin- hill
rest, when Lce*> veterans
-vVarmed Up the slop:; vvitii gleaming bayonets;
the battei ics vven* served : low tin* captured
Is looked and talked and the many
vents
>l.i a live only in the inemorv of'actual
partici-

n

-.v

The incident of the death of Ceneral Uey<• eat* was
exceedingly dranuti* and well told, but
tin audience wanted more like it, relating to hum..ats.

soldiers.
he Ucxt le ilia win he on the
bv Rev. W.
H H M«nr«v. h>u iptive_ol wild life in tin- Adimdack-

'a-a

i

t^aite a fall in muivurv since our
It requires nerve to ride ovet
street* now.
A seven year old, on being asked
he knew wh> he Milan t dig dams at high waI diouid drown my
promptly replh t, “b;. an

"Hohi

Cakk

quotations.

[

...

CABLE SCREW

d'.-vd’

Atnuleiir Dramatic entertainment talkChristmas: play, 'i lie Honeymoon.
It every body had he -ay for a day, what queer
weather vv- should have
..Conundrum for ilk
i ist Prog. Age
What pay does < diburn'- son get
the it ik
<dnsiderubly le-s than the Age
>t

at:

s.jou

editor subscribed for -took,and never took.Su.g ar
hi.‘.Tiei iu >uir market .*weetne is trising, thereloii't \v.tst«*

quilt

•jut

>

numb

a

having

th- <!■ -crl air.\\ learn
,,[ people in tlii- vicinity ou-

otirson
-;'

■

Their mouths changed
tlie broad o the narrow.< Hn toe d came
-i tiovn lit-.
).Th whUlliii
1 i'. the last ltose
fiu‘ i:',i' in bis button hole a pansy;
winch he pi- bed from his garden.Belfast ExeelV arid it
-.11
I nday, !>e
hi.Broad is tin. road
iu; title

the

iTM.'c

of

that lends to death.” we an having ours changed to
*
that '•■.arrow wav”
favorably m ntioned.
is in
lb
AJ:
barl.-T
the
ity.Rev \\ <).
is ill...
Kutuhdin leaves Winterport .Mon
reuindng having Boston Thursday

: hoiuas
*.

..

"d th" tloi-ksot hi edit colored
!ids that liave hov* red about the orchards and ;
:Lade tree- >! the eitv for ;l fcW Week- past.
Mr. J
B. llazeitiiio sent one of the liirds to Mi. Henry 1).

Mull)

iloisv.

lue:

Boston,

ui

thoii.gy

a

t»hs-i

a

gentleman who has made orni-

j

il io be the Pine
IJ
study
pr>>iioiiiic
un inhabitant ol the
\rib regions, that
*-

Grosbeak,
ici.
:

i-

and

a

m

southvvard,e -pec ally iii

winters.
charming songster singing toward sunset,
captivity during the night : it i- easily kept

Hues

ev -re

cages, and will cat mo*d kinds ol seeds, .berries
ind fruits, uud becomes very tame,
h th boys
want some. h'liee birds forca.cs, tin v have only to

.a

ipturc

Mouie

of

our

strange vi-iior-.

i he Fen lenm v;
'I'll:- .‘lehration of the one
:.‘Uudredth annivcfsai > ol tin settlement, ot Belfast,
iuk place at llaytoid Hall,on Wednesday evening,
rbev opened with a piano Voluntary by Miss Anna■

>»«*!*. Baker, followed bv it prayer from Rev.
Barker. The beautiful and appropriate song
Mi
rim Pilgrim Fathers” was then snug by a quartette.
1 hell followed the addre.s- In Hon. Joseph Wil-

frumson, oecupying about an iiour and a lialt iu the
delivery, i’lie exercise* closed with the singing of
W»* have in* space this week for a
ht Marlins.

interesting
publish it. in full.

Rot* h ot the very
Week

we

shall

add re*-. Hut next

i he Belfast Excelsior \ riftv Troupe will give
mother of their entertainments on Friday evening
liavloid Hall. On the occasion of their
.XI, at

..

iast previous performance, this company had an
audience which crowded the hull tor utmosteapany uud gave an evening’s amusement whereof
continues to tickle the ribs of the specthis day
The bill they oiler is a very attractive one, and the speeches, conundrums, Ac.
will be spiced with plenty of local allusions. It
there isn’t tun in ‘‘Some Remarks on Narrowing
the memory
tators to

lights

full house, and iet

GEORGIA

C

hark Trovatore, announces that the vessel was
capsized in the Mediterranean, and the captain, his
wite, »lilld aud fourteen of the crew drowned. The
hark was on her passage from Trieste to Palermo,
ot

picked up by a passing ves- j
< apt
Blanchard was a very worthy man, an
a,.q
energetic command**r, and much esteemed by all

Four of the

who kunvv

row were

him.

His wife

was

the

daughter

of

l h P.uik was a good vesi'ajjL John Pendleton
sel, owned by Win MeGilverv, Isaac Carver and
others, and was not insured.
Hill li.Mi Ot-T'n liLS. The Directors have voted
Mr Huyford, President of the Hoad, act as
Superintendent, with authority to appoint conduc-

ihat

The following Depot Masters have been
Belfast, W. .1. Colburn; City Point,
tit Ferguson; Brooks, H
II. l’illey; Thorndike, Hayiuoud .S. Rich; Unity, Alfred Berry. A

tors

selected:

very large petition of citizens for the employment
conductor of Mr. D. M. Wesleott has been banded to tlie Superintendent. He lias bad charge of
trains on the load since June, has served faithfully,

as

and no accident has happened to his trains. He lias
hud fourteen years experience, and gives excellent
efereuces.
N in gathering eggs the other
(lur friend II
looming placed them in Ids coat pocket and forgot
Soon after being at tiie wharf
remove them.
when the Richmond arrived, lie assisted the agent
iu easting the line, and healing something crack,
on feeliug into his pocket and finding iiis hen fruit
somewhat bruised, he knew egg-aetly what was the
matter.
Eggs at three cents each are too costly to
to

ballast one’s coat with.
Messrs. Carter A Co., are
of the cars to send men to
frame of

a

yesscl.

waiting for the running
Palmyra to get out the

and then the lungs
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THE STEAMER

Sea Alois Ferine from pure Irish Alois, for Rhine
Alange, Puddings, < ‘ustards, Creams, ,Ve.. Ac. The
cheapest, healthiest and most delirious loud in the
world.

Capt.

H. S.

RICH,

BELFAST lor BOSTON every Moudas ut
o’clock i\ M., making
One Trip per Week through the Winter.
RETURNING- Will leave BOSTON every Thursday
Will leave

'likely

at -i o’clock 1*. ->L

FARE TO

BOSTON,

Belfast, Dec. l'J,

CJKO. 4*
1S7U.

$2.50.
1VKIM.

Ag«ut.
11 ‘24

NCI AIMED BAGGAGE!
A Trunk marked S. G. CLARK & CO., Irom the
Steamer City of Richmond, remalud In the storehouse
in Belfast.
The owner is requested to prove property
and take thu same uwav. Apply to
CYRUS PATTERSON.
Belfast, Dec. 21, ISTu.
;:w2-i

STRING OF
rjpHF
Worth its
in
and

weight
everybody will

2w

|

•'

PFARLS.

gold to every individual. Ladles
tiud this the best ehauce ever ottered

Address MADAM CARLOTTA.
Box 2ls7, Boston, Mass.

Saturday night.

■

I*

---

1)

I6a22c.

FRESH MEATS—Beet is in better demand, and there
so wide a range of prices; Chicago dressed sides

is not

12c per lb; and Eastern beet at about the same
fishermen. This bait was delivered on board sell at 8aMutton
ts selling well at 8a 12c for Brighton
prices.
the White Fawn the next day, November 25,
dressed, and daloc tor Eastern.
being brought off in boats, the vessel then
lying about live miles lr#m Lubec. The
crew ol the vessel did not catch or attempt
In So. Liberty, Doc. 10, by Benj. P. Upham, Chester
to catch any herring or other fish while ly- S. Pease of Applctou, to Mrs. Hannah M. Clark ol
went
in
to
but
its
there,
Washington.
only
buy bait,
ing
At Oxford, Nov. 15, by Rev. Mr. Freeman, Charles K.
American vessels had been in the habit of
Wood, of Oxtord to Miss Mary A. F. Johnson, of Beldoing. There is no custom house in the place fast.
iu Camden, Mr. Jobert Jones ot DauuriscotU Mills,
at which the vessel could enter.
and Miss Alma Millay ol Rockport.
The master ot the vessel went on shore to
In Rockport, Mr.
Joseph II. Norwood and Miss Mary
pul some letters in the post-office, and when A Paschal, both of Camden.
he returned found a British officer on board
of hi! schooner, who represented himself us
DIE IJ.
Jr.
...
the second officer of the Canadian cutter Wathe date., name anti aye,must
notices,beyond
Obituary
The captain of the Water July and [
ter Lily.
be paidfor, j
eight armed men afterwards camcon board,
iu Boston, 4th, inst.,Mrs. Esther B., wite of Jesse
and asked t he master what ho was doing Crossinau and daughter ot the late Capl, Wm. .Stone,
there, lie replied that he had bought some aged 41 years.
In Cainden. 9th, iust., Capt. Charles Hosmer, aged si
bait, which the captain of the cutter said was years. Mrs. Rebecca
M. Green, willow of the late Alex
asked
to
to
law.
under
When
show
tin*
Green, aged ou years. Miss Hannah Daiy, aged
contrary
about 7o years.
so.
lie
said
he
should
law he declined doing
In Hope, 9th, isust., Mr. Daniel Loyen, aged about 5o
have to take the vessel, the master protesting, year*.
In Lincolnville, Dec. 1st, Almira A., wife ol Joseph
and taking charge of her dropped her down
H. Field, aged 35 years.
alongside the cutter. Ten of the crew were Ill Mootville, Dec. 1st, Johu F. Doty, aged 4u year s 3
placed in an open boat and sent to Kastport, months and 24 days.
being allowed to take only some clothes with
them.
SHIP NEWS.
The cutter and schooner were subsequentor BliHST.
PORT
ly got under way aud proceeded to St. John.
N.nB,, and the next morning the captain of Dec. 1*. Bet* AbbyARRIVED.
Gale, Ryan, Boston; Harmona,
the cutter telegraphed to Ottawa that lie had
Hart, do; I). K. Arey, Ryan,do; Abby Weld
the
on
schooner,
the
grounds
seized
giving
Sylvester, do; Wm. Carroll, McGee, do.
15. Schs Empire. Ferguson, Boston; Samuel C.
which the seizure was made, viz: for buying
Lowd, Hall, Baltimore; Ida Morton, Cottrell
bait. The captain informed the master ot
Boston.
lo. Sell* Oak Grove, Mathews, Boston; Gen.
the White Fawn that the answer from Ottawa
Meade, Cunningham, do; Allie West, llelwas to hold the vessel and proceed against
bury, lioboken.
courts.
Sell
in
the
IS.
her
Belvidere, Pendleton, Boston.
is, Schs Isis, Bullock, Boston; Banner, Me EarThe deputy American consul being appealland, do.
-•
ed to said that he had no right to look after
^o. Sch Hope, (Br.) Hill, Walton, N. Si
be
but
of
wreck,
fishermen except la case
SAILED.
would see that the men did not starve.
Ii.cc. 15. Schs Lizzie Poor, Dlckcy, Baltimore; Abby
Weld, Sylvester. Northport.
The White Fawn is how held by the au-')
10. Sch Atalauta, Pierce, Rockland.
thorities ot St. John, awaiting orders from
ir. Sch Jack Downing, Patterson, do.
Ottawa. [Gloucester Telegraph.
[ «» 21. Sch Samuel c Lowd, Hall. do.
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published three
Journal printed

weeks successively in t ie Republican
at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within nud for said
on
the
second Tuesday of January next, at
County,
teii of the clock belore noon, and shew cause, if any they
the
have, why
prayei of suid petition should not be
ASA TUURLOUGIi Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest -B. I’. Field, Registi r.
JwvJ

established fact, that natives of Florida rarely die of consumption, especially those of the southern part. On the
other hand, in New* Eng land, one-third at least of the population die of this terrible disease.
Jn the Middle States,
it does not prevail so largely ; still them are many thousands
of cases there.
What it tast percentage of life would be
saved if consumptives wore as easily alarmed in regard 11
taking fresh colds as they are about scarlet fever, small-pox,
Ac.! but they are notthey take what thc-v term a little
cold, which they arc credulous enough to believe will wear
off in a lew days. They pay no attention to u, and hence it
lays the foundation fur another and another still, until the
lungs arc diseased beyond all hope of cure.
Aly advice to persons whose lungs arc affected, even
iuji,
slightly, Is to lay inn stuck. of odium k’s i'uimuiue
Scncnck’s Seaweed Tonic, and Sclienck's Mandrake Pills,
and go to Florida. T recommend these particulariuediciiics.
because 1 am thoroughly acquainted with their action. I
know, that, where thev are used in strict accordance with
my directions, they will do the work that is required. This
accomplished, nature will do the rest. The physician who
prescribes for cold, cough, or night sweats, and then ad
vises the patient to walk or ride out every day, will be sure
to have a corpse on his hands before long.
My plains, to give my three medicines in accordance with
the printed directions, except in some case., where a fiv.
use of the Mandrake Pills is necessary.' My object Is to
It
to get up a good’ appetite.
give tone to the stomach,
is always a good sign when a nutieut begins to grow liun
with a relish for food, and
have hopes of such
gry
the gratification of that relish, comes good blood, and
with it more tiesh, whu h is elosrly follow ed by a healing
then the cutigh loosens and abates, tbo
of tile lungs,
creeping chills and clammy night sweats no longer prostrate and annoy, uud the patient gets well, provided he
avoids taking old.
isow, iucjo are many consumptive* who nave not me
Tin; question may be asked. Is
means to go to Florida.
(ki tainly there is.
there no hope tor such
My advice to
such is, and ever li is been, to stay lua warm room during
tin- winter, with a temperature of about seventy degrees,
which should be kept regularly at that point by means ut a
thermometer. l.et such a patient take his exorcise within
the limits ol the room by walking up and down as much as
his .strength will permit, in order to keep up afccalthy cirillation ol the blood. I have cured thousands by this sy
Kin, and can do so again, t oiisumptiou is as easily euivd
a, a tty other disease,' if it is taken in time, and the propel
I he 1'act stands undisuuicd
kiini of treatment is pursued
on
record, that. Sihemk's Pulmonic Syrup, Mandrake
p; 11s, and Seaweed Tonic have cured very many -,i wh.it
seemed to he hopeless cases ot consumption i«o \\ here y i.-u
will, you will be almost certain to ibid some poor eon
sumptivewho liUa been re-.'Cucd from llie very jawsoi death
by their Use.
So far as the Mandrake Pills are concerned, every body
th.nild keep a supply ut them un hand. They ;nt on the
hver better than calomel, and leave none of its liurliul
eiiccts behind. Ill lid, they are excellent ut all case,
It you have pur
where a purgative* medicine is required.
taken too free IV of fruit, and diarrh.mt ennie.-, u do-o ol ih-j
11
u arc subject to sick head
Mandrakes w ill cure you
y>
and they .vill relic.
Ueh., take a dii.se of the Mandrake
a
if you would obviate the ell'ect
oil In t'Vo hours,
change ot watei, or the ton li.. io .1 ulg. mu in fi nil, lake
of the Mandrakes everv night, and you may liny
one
drink water, and cat water-melon.-, pears, apples, plums,
j.caches, or coin, without the risk of being unde -id by
thor.e w ho 11\ .■ in damp .-.itualn.n
them, 'llioy Will prole,
tiie. at. peifectly
against chills and fe\«ii. Tiv them
li'innleas. They can do y oil good only

|
!

Now with hid Mack heard glistening in thiI nder tin* icy arched of tin* north,
AndoYi the still graves ot seasons past,
Ulusters Ol.l> SANTA lorth ;
And makes right straight lor ll’nshf-ttm's
And his proclamation issue*.

>

I

have

abandoned

my

pi'-ic-sionol

\i..t

*•> l'.o-b

:>

un-l

New Volk, but continue to reo patients at m> ollic. N-. 1
-v y
.North Sixth Sire, t, Phil lei phia,
•atiiialay, Ji-.m
vv ho V' 1-di U llmloUgh examination
‘l, A At., to d, i* M. IllT“
lawith tin; liespirninetcr w ll be haievl livudolhu
t the lung,
iitleu
Itespiromctcr declares t!i- exact c
and patients can r- ulily bain v. bethel they are euial-le
Put 1 desire it‘di.-uiit ll* unde: -do*.;!, iliat the *ui
or u*»i.
ue of my Uledieim- depends nllivly upon tlnaiihcing taken
ulrictly a -cording lo.im-ctioi,..
In eon Iumou, 1 v* 111 say, that v. hen persona take my
medicines, and their ;yy=Ums are brought Into a healthy
condition tln-i eby they*arc pot h-> liable to take cold; yet
no one vv ith dibi io.cd lungs an beat a odd* n change ut at
1. as initutlon
mospln-rc w ithoiit the liability of g i. at.
of the bronchial lulu s.
Full directions in all languages accompany my medicines, so explicit and chai that any one .an use Hum
without consulting m., and ...ii be b.-aght fi.-m uny
e

e

«

e<

druggist

li. nciiKa'Ca, .<!.I

a

I '.

\

GEORGE L.

111 Sti-i t, Pin bulel,.Lla
Co.. hoJto.i, AjunL.

Nolili Si

GOODWIN A

B B I

I

are

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the
County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December
A. 1). 1870.

TREAT, Administrator of

Frankfort,
UPTONDillaway,
Waldo, deceased, having presented his
Silas

late of

the estate ol
in said County ol
final account ol

Administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to
ail persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
in the Republican
published three weeks successively
Journal, printed at Beliast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on tho second Tuesday of January next, at
ten ol tlie clock before noon, and shew cause, if auy
they have, why the same should uot be allowed.
ASA TU UR LOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. FiKUi, Register. :*w *4

I

notided to

(Good--.
and

come

see,

*

y ioi 11

l*s

The Stevens

1

1

r-i,

«

Line—Portland, Penobscot

Bay & Machias.
THE STEAMER

\Cily

Range,

1 hu best Coal Stove ver otiered to the public. Is very
large boiling m* kettles at once while tin* oven baked
eight large pies, i., y, ry piiek and certain,doing ih work
without hall the hankering lor tail munilesK d by stoves
ot the old model.
I n weight ol easting and nettut) ol linish it xceis and
will be sold cheap l»jr cash.
Also
new Wood Stov< >ust re eiv< 1 whicii cannot bo
be it, ad which every one should see before
puichasing
clsev- here.
Just i‘ c<lv« l.i lot ot Wooden Pumps, Seasoned Juui
and Will made.
1 he cheapest and beet Pinup « Vi r
pe
Used,
t’ir*. H'h kv.
llat ko. und repair i. ees
tor ail bt«>vi s ingeuer.il use.
Order- |. r n.b and Ku:
uaee w oi k solicited.
All per.-ons indebted to the tirniot s.
11 f U>bA ±
SON are requested to call at once and
settle, IIS a !1 ill
maud- outstanding on the 1st ot No\ next, wrll be u ,t
w ith an Vttorney for colli etion.

ol‘ Kuliiitoiid

C apt. W M. K. U KN N1 SON.

Will make one trip per week, leaving Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every THURSDAY EVEN 1NU, at lu o clock,
arrival of Express Train from Bost on tor Rockland, Camdeu, Belfast, 1'aatlno, Deer lsio, Sedgewick,
So. West Harbor, ilt. Desert, MilJbridge, Jonespori

or ou

S.

S.

Maohlasport.

Returning will leave Maehiasport every Monday Mon.
lug at o'clock, touching ut the above named landing.
CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent.
Belfast, Dec. H, 167U.
{it

HElt.SEV,
7^ Main

Si nrot.

hnos11

NOTICE!
THH UNDERSIGNED WIRE ASK Ob THE NK\ I
X. Legislature, a charter to build a brant Railroad
Horn the most fuvorable point ou the Belfast &. Moose
head l.ake Railroad vat or near Webb's Ledge iu Brooks,
by the most direct and feasible loute to the city of Pan
gor.
J.\s. P. White.
N. t. Hdihton.
W.m. C. Makshaiu
L. K. pALMKli.
Wm. O. Pooh.
Daniel Hahadlm,
Wm. 11. CoNNKli.

than the celebrated

KI AVIK AIOIIAII!

David Pieim iAha Faun» e.
It. H. JcH.VSON.
AUliLSl d PELL
Daniel Fai n< k.
Wm. il. Blukill.
it I lam E. Peiece.
and 1,’7 others.

Sw23

Ilieskell's

Magic Sahc
<: i; it f. .s

TRADE MAUK 1%C‘I1

TETTER! TETTER!! TETTER!!!

Madam Domoroat,

I'll'll! fl'ft'l'll!! I'l'i)||vvv
Kiysipelas, Scald Head, Itiugworm*, Ulcers, Burns, Suit
Rheum, ChUlhluiiiij, Scalds, Pimple*, Blotches, Frusud
Liiub* Inflamed Kyes, Piles, and all Lruption* ot 11
Skin
Also good lor Scratches on horse*.
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded
For sale by all Druggist* and country stores.

Harper's Bazar,

>•

t. B. HIE5KKLU,
Proprietor, Bangor, Ai.
G. U. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, .16 Uan>>v\r
Price do cents per Box.
Street, Boston, Ala**.
lyr.il

Volley’s Books.
and all the Fashionable critics
It lias

eonnuend them

Simonton Bros & Co.

\ SPEEIAET1 !

Call for

designs
As

can

ticle,

Belfast,prices

$40.

The latest

he found in Stock

have been

customers

many

obliged
them

$7

to

tii send away for

we

nice

a

determined to

are

constantly in stock,

them at.

cheaper

he obtained

n

rates than

Boston

or

BRAND,

BEAVER

as

it

tiud all

can

the

is

quali-

ties of them at

Siuioiiloii Bros. A <

o,

tiii: <;it t \i» iMspi ii
O

F'

keep

and sell

they

can

Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods,

New York.

Carpetings,

ON

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,
HUSHED

You

ar-

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

M

lor

other make but the

no

most rrtiabh'

vary from

equal

Texture-

Paisley Shawls
The best assortment in

no

ie-

Lustre and Fineness ol’

Durability,

M A K K

Feathers,

flY TIIE

./\

HAYFOUl)

HALL.

Far excel any ol then

o \

Friday Evening,

Doc. !>.'!, 1S7<F

On which occasion will be presented,the best programme
ever offered by tills company.

Admission,.25
Reserved Seats,
35

Ai/r Plan of Hail,
Dec. H, l«:o.

to

In*

sen

No. 4 Bulfincli Street, Boston,
Hot

Dr..

Cts.

Medical

NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for the
water-closet or common privy, uud places within reach
of ull, rich and poor, in town and in the country, a simple means for providing, in the house, a comfortable private closet, affording comfort, neatness and health.
Prices $9 10 $T>. Send for Circulars to

ore

knowledge for everybody. 2:*U,00U copies
A

w»•{

s<>

,l

'Earth Closet
Co,
19 DOa.NJK ST.

^ A R f-

■

non ion.

lyrll

Commissioner's Notice to Creditors,

HAVING BEEN APPOINTED BY THE
ot Probate tor the County of Waldo, to rethe claims of the Creuitors ot Annum
B. Clark, late of Troy, in said County, deceased, whose
estate Is represented insolvent, give notice that six
months commencing the eighth day ot November 1870,
have been allowed to said creditors to bring in and prove
their claims, amt that we will attend the service assigned
us at the dwelliug house ot James Cotton, iu Troy, on
Monday the ninth day of January 1871, and also on
Monday the eighth day May 1871, from one o’clock to
lour o’clock iu the afternoon ol each day.

WEJudge
examine

ceive and

JAMES COTTON,
GEORGE H. ( AIMER.
SwliSt
Troy, tills 5th day of December 1870.

previous
their

please

ef-

goods

the

pub

iic mind.

O E l RI ST 1VI .A. S

THE SCIENCE OK El EE, OU SKI E-PKESEU V A
1 ION. A Medical Treatise ou tin* ('uuso amt Cure ul
EtiiAesri.it VrtAi.iTY, I’keiiati iik Decline
Man, NfcKVOliri AM* PIIY8U .1L DEBILITY, il Y RO<
HONDRlA, and it!! other d!-.eu.3i*3 arising Irma tho l.u
YOU I'll, OR ill K 1NDISCRETION'S OR l x
UOll8 Ob
CK8SKS of mature years. This is iudeed a book for ev.
y
Price
man.
only $1.00. 285 pages, bound in cloth.
A Hook for every Wouuiu,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, ADD
IfUli DISEASES; or, Woman rutAiMt or Physio
AND P.\ lfOl.OOlCALl.Y, Iroill
f.NFAN<
I.OOll’Ai I.Y
to Old Age, with olegaut. Ili.i.stka iv k Em.kav
in
bouint
beautiful
Lr#u
French
cloth.
1 n<<8.
pages,

A Uauk for Kver^bwtly.
Flattered by the reception of, and great demaud lor,
the above valuable and timely treatises, and also lo meet
u gnat need ot the present ago, the author Inis just pub
lished a new nook, treating exclusively ot NEUYOl'S
loo pp. cloth.
AND MENTAL DISEASES,
Pric.
$1 IHJ, or sKN A Ll£i£ on receipt of $ t for the other two
books, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordi1 hero is
nary works ou Physiology ever published.
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, ot
or
can
either
wish
to
Either Sex,
require
know, but
what is fully explained, aud many matters ol the most
and
character
are
introduced to
Interesting
important
which

no

allusion

even c»in

—

••The auttior ot these books is one ol the most learned
and popular physicians ot the duy, and is entitled to the
gratitude of our race for these Invaluable productions.
It seems to be his aim to induce men and women to
avoid the cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and lie tells them just how and wheu to do it.
Chronicle., Funniuyton, Maine, Sept. 7, lSiiy.
Either book sent by mall on receipt ot price.
N. B. The Author of the above uumed medical works
is the Chief Consulting Physician ol the Peabody Medical Institute, and Is so constantly employed In consults
lion with invalids from all parts of the country, Unit he
Therehas no time to attend to mere business details.
fore all letters should be addressd to the PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. W. H. PAUKEU, the
Medical Assistant of the Author, aud his Business
Agent, who, as well us tho Author hiiusolf, may he con
suited oil all diseases retjuiriug skill, secrecy and ex

perience.

Invidi.aui.e Secrecy

and

SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR RENT THE
X very desirable store now ocenpied by himself. It is
situated on the square within a few rods ot the Railroad
Depot, and is well adapted for auy wholesale or retail

rpiiK

business.

Possession

given .Ian.

Belfast, Dec. i:t, isro.

thorough blood purifier vet discovi.*
all humors from tin w. ir.-nt Scrofula to >i
common Eruption,
J'implrs uud /Hatches on the fa
and scaly or rouyh shin, which me such annoying Men.
t
mhos
many young persons, yield to the u»> of a Uw
bottles of this wonderful medicine. From one to eight
bottles euro Saif /theuin, Erysip,las. Scald Head, /tiny
the Skin, Sero/uh.
Worms, Hails, Scaly Eruptions,
Sores, fleers and ('tinker'* in t)u Afaith and Stoma
It Is a pure medicinal extract ot native roots and plants,
combining in harmony .Nature’s most sovereign curativ.
properties, which Hod has instilled into the vegHuhl
for fiealing the sick. It is a great restorer t o
the strength ami vigor ot the system. Those who are
languid, sleepless, have nervous apprehensions or train,
or any ol the affections symptomatic of weakness, will
Hud convincing evidence of its restorative power upon
trial. It you led dull, drousy, debilitated and despoun
ent, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes badly in Homorning, irreyutur uupetiti and tonyue coated, you me
sutiering from Torpid liver or “/UUnusnensf lu many
cases ot "/tier l'omulaintu ouly a part ol these
symptoms aro experienced. As a remedy tor all such cu-os,
L)r. i ieree s Holden Medical liiscovvry has no
eijual as it
cHccts perfect cures, leu\ ing the liver
strenytluinnt ami
healthy. For the cure ot Habitual Constipation ot it.
Bowels it is a never falling remedy, uud those who have
used It tor this purpose are loud in its
In /iron
praise.
chilli, 7 hroat and I.uuy Disease, it has produced many
truly remarkable cures, where other medicines hail tail
ed. Sold by druggists at $l.uo
per bottle. Prepared at
the Chemical Laboratory of
imoslt
R. V. PiKIU’K, M. 1, Biitlalo, IS. V.
This is the

ed, and

:JwW

1st.

Apply
S. S.

to

LEWIS.

most

cures

■

kingdom

Certain Ui.i iek.
1>’ r 17

Store to Let.

I

At fliA* A. A. 1114 1a* *«>. I, II a rail 4*ii
Ifelorbsinay !.»• hmitii thr iu-st i.-ioriim-iit ..i Kn urti
Knuli.sh !tn»l Aiurrioan <'hridtina* uu.l .V u Y rar -< i.m
iu this i. ity.
HHfa.sl, 1 a*. Ij^

be found in any other works

lu our luuguugc. All tho New Discov krikh of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before
fell to the lot of any man, are given In lull. No person
should be without these valuable books.
“Valuable Books.—We have received the vuluable
medical works published by tho Peabody Medical Institute. These books aro ot actual merit, and should tind
a place in every Intelligent family.
They are not the
cheap order ot abominubie trash, published by irrespouslide parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but
are written by a responsible professional gentleman ot
eminence, as a source of instruct ion on vital matters,
concerning which lamentable Ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability, aud care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added." Coos
Republican, Lancaster, N. H.

milK SUBSCRIBERS HAVING BEEN appointed

commissioners to receive and examine the claims
ol tho several creditors ot the estate of Walter F. Dodge,
late of Islesboro. iu the county ot Waldo, deceased, do
hereby give public notice that they will meet lor -mid
purpose at the dwelling house of Jas. B. Williams, iu
said Islesboro, on the 9th day ot March 1871, and on the
J. B. WILLIAMS,
8th day of May 1871.
iwr>
GEORGE W. DODGE.

ot

■>

in tieo years.
Hook for every .Hou.

Price $2.00.
RAP c

forts, and the
is well calculated to

House.)
W. II. I* A UK Ell, Assistant Physician.

at Washburn’s LI ok store.

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH,
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,

rr

Simonton Bras, & Co„

<>

Dated at

1

.Soiuethuu’ New

and I

Winter Arrangement.

and

l 1 '1

Japlmnril, lliilauul*. Enaiuttltil ami
llolltiv. Hilrr, MuLia. R*uiaip*. aini all article.
iiHualh I un at a Stove Store.

2\\2l

*

;

>S

D

S. CLAUS, fit
Waslilmru’ri Hookritom.

Inside

v->11 »\

>i

Aii- 'I'iii 111

further say shall like to have you purchase under my
baud and seal, this day,
Dei emlier. 1*30.

|

1 *. i rli

lia i tK 1 i ii.~,

THE HEEKASI EXCELSIOU VAlUKlY
l'KoUPE,
will give oue ot their popular Entert tiuuu nts at

estate

Republican

hereby

1

i1'r:inn

flu

*

Fancy
which you

:111<

E’ii'-

Excelsior Varieties

Mortgagee’s

in the

ollie

>Ic

■< ><

WORSTEDS,

first amt
Waldo, deceased, having presented
Administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix, give notice to
Notice.
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
published three weeks successively in tho Republican rriUK UNUKUS1GNKU, hereby gives notice, accordJournal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
1.. iug to the form ot tile statute lu such case made and
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, withiu aud tor said
provided, that on the '2tith day ol July, A. D. loj8, TimoCounty, on the second Tuesday of Jauuary next, at thy Thompson of Belfast, by his deed ot mortgage ol that
ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, il any they
date, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds Book.Os page
have, why the same should not he allowed.
433, conveyed to him the undersigned a certain parcel ot
ASA TH UK LOUGH, Judge.
land situate in said Belfast, beiug the same now oecu>
A true copy. Attest—R. I’, Fiki i>( Register,
lhv,’4
pled by said Thompson as a homestead, a particular description ol which may bo found in tlie record ot deeds
from Samuel A. ilowes to the uudersigned iu the RegisAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, withiu ami for the try
aforesaid, Book lot page 23'.
County ot Waldo, ou the second Tuesday ot December
The condition of said mortgage has been broken by
in the year ot our Lord A. D. 1870.
the uon-payineut of the notes therein described, by rea\ L ANSON W. CHEEK, Executor of the estate of son whereof the undersigned claims a foreclosure of said
S. S. LftWIS.
Benjamin Thomas, late ot Morrill, in said County mortgage.
3w2'2
<»t Waldo, deceased, having presented his lirst and liuul
Belfast, Dec. 1, 1870.
account of Executorship on said estate lor allowance
together with his private claim.
Ordered, That the said Executor give uotiee to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be

successively

<

B A S '1'

account of

three weeks

•••

-A. 1ST F)

ol

published

tro-t,

lyrlOsp

WHITCOMB,
the
of Ebon Whitcomb, late of Belfast, in said County
1>OLLY
his
timil

Journal, printed at Belfast,that thev may appear at a Pro
bale Court, to be held at Bellas!,within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
whv the same should not be allowed.
ASA THUKLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Fikld, Register. 3w‘H

in« to h ronfi iiiplatni rliangr in m> lusimlocation
I liav«- itcciiicd to s»ll »l>>\vn iiiv |.n -t til atm k into tl.o
rtinalli st compass at ivtlur I j i
nn-i nyirall. ■* ot
«'usi ta n:t»i i r.
I liia st.n u eoiiM-h .nlii. lv »•! in v. rntt<iua u! tho
pn**<i-iit >»i. ('..inpi isiija

tv now ye all Men, \\ om*-n and Children, also anv on**
else, that I.
Suntit • hint, have \ iken up tnv head
<
pm tiersat WASH ItHH.VS f.OOhs I OKK, vit > iu d.-n
know where it is ask and in consideration ot lots
*-ip
which l hope to have paid to m** hv all ye M< n, Wooten
and Children, do hereby acknowledge that 1 Saids,shall
try to sell lots of smi'irie and diver.-, articles to wit

lioolvfs, C 11 1

REDUCED PRICES.

<

■

At a Probate Court held at Bellas*, withiu ai d lor tins
Comity ol Waldo, ou the second Tuesday of December,
A. 1>. 1870,

Administratrix of

AT

CHRISTMAS

m

easily make hundreds of dollars a mouth at home.
Thousands are rapidly making toitunes with it. Sent
Free by mail on receipt of lilty cents.
lo

a;

and many other
he sufeiv ivcuinto consumpti. cs in winter
M reasons for aa\ mg
so are, that patients are less liable to take cold there than
where there is a lc*£ c, _n temperature; and it is nut m
I’ossarv to sav, that, where a cuisumptivc person exposes
liimself to frequent colds, he is certain to die shortly
therefore my advice, is, go well down into the State, out
of the reach of prevailing cast winds and fogs. Jackson
'•die, or almost any ether of the localities 1 have named,
will benefit those who arc trembled with a torpid liver, a
isurd. rod stomach, deranged bowels, sore throat, or cough
but, tor those whose lungs arc diseased, a more southern
point is earnestly H-cum mended.
For fifteen vears prior to lst»y, I wan professionally in
-‘sew York, Host on, Haiti more, and Philadelphia evciy
week, where 1 saw and examined on an average ti\o hun
died patients a week. A practice so extensive, embracing
every possible phase of lung disease, lias enabled me to un
dcrstaiul tlic disease fully ; and hence my caution in regard
io taking cold.
A person may take vast quantities of
Schenek’a Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed Tonic, and Mandrake
Fill.-,” and yet die it he does not avoid taking cold.
in Florida, nearly everybody Is using Schenck’s Mandrake Fills; for the. climate is mure
to produce
bilious habits than more northern latitudes. It is a well-

mended

WINTER ARRANGEMENT!
I

must le

Jacksonville, Hibernia, <Jreen Cove,
places in \urioiis parts of Florida, can

Line !

Independent

Ann s i' \. (Ja., 1 loo. i-i y
Flection returns are meagre, but the Hem
ocrats are believed to have carried the State.
A disturbance occurred at Macon, in which a
negro was shot severely, and the milii irv
were called out to suppress the mob.

_

Disaster to a Searsport Vessel. A
dispatch received by the li ionds ol ( apt. Blanchard,
*5Ati

(ALSO SOME OF THE BIG ONES.)

300TS AND SHOES.

Persons who have become thoroughly chilled
LEGISLATURE NOTICE.
There is complaint of dull tunes aiuoug our from any cause, may have their circulation at one,
restored by taking into the stomach a tea spoonful
UNDERSIGNED GIVE NOTICE, that they
'’pill
traders who don't advertise.
ol “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment" mixed in a little
A will petition the Legislature of Maine ut its next
io grant to themselves and associates an act ol
cold
well
water,
sweetened.
session,
P. It Hs/eltine is rapidly recovering from his
incorporation lor the manufacture of Brick and other
into severe illness.
Every farmer who owns a good stock ot Horses articles in Waldo County, with such powers as are uau.'attic and sheep, and intends to keep them through ally granted to similar corporations.
JOSEPH B. MOOR.
the winter, should get at once a good stock of
JOSEPH D. ROBINSON.
one
Toe Galaxy, published by Sheldon A (Jo. of New '■■Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders."
Dec. 2, 1870,
3w2-'i*
Bangor,
dollars worth will save at least a half a ton of hay.
has
York,
published its prospectus for 1S71.
IF
YOU HAVE THE DYSPEPSIA, Heudai he.
Among tlie attractions of this excellent monthly for
PROBATE NOTICES
the coming year, it has engaged Porte Crayon to Dizziness, Costiveness, Piles. Oppression alter
Sour Rising, or any Indigestion or liilliotisEating,
furnish a series of sketches of life and adventure. ness, if you do not thank us after
using Dr. HarriMrs. Edwards will begin a new novel in the Janu- son's Peristaltic Lozenges, we will forfeit the price To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County of
Waldo.
of the box. Also warranted to cure every kind ot
ary number. A scieutitio department will be open- I’iles.
For sale at No. 1, Tremont Temple, Bon on XX 7T Lid AM 1 REAP, ol Wiuterport, Executor ol the
ed under the charge of a gentleman who lias been
last will and testament ot Jonathan Treat late of
?V
by K. A. Harrison’s A Co., Proprietors, and by
Frunklort, in said County, deceased, respectfully repre'JuiolG
distinguished for his skill in making science popu- all Druggists. Mailed lor GO cents.
seats that the goods, chattels and credits ot said deceased
lar. Thuriow Weed, ,J. S. Black, Horatio King and
ol
| are not sufficient to answer his just debts and
Akkican Winks. It is not generally known [Administration, by lb< ,-um ot twenty-nine charges
thousand
Gideon Welles will continue their contributions. that
Cape Colony produce* the mo-1 delicious dollars.
Mark Twain will still edit tbe Memoranda. Rich- wines grown on the face ot the earth. A cargo re- [
W m i; in okk your petitioner prays your honor to grant
him a license to sell ami convey so much of the real esard Grant While will publish a series of articles on ecivcd as a remittance by our neighbors Dr. J. <
tate oi said deceased, v including the reversion ot the
,fc
Co.
contains
several
raise.I
varieties
there.
Ayer
Widow'- dower thereon,) as will satisfy said debts, and
•‘Americanisms;'' and of the other writers who among which the Constam ia commands the
high- !
will contribute during the year 1»71, may be nam- est price of any wine in the world. Almost the en- ! Incidental charger-, ami charges of administration.
WM. TREAT, Executor.
ed Justin McCarthy, Bayard Taylor, Ik Marvel, lire crop of it is consumed in the palaces of Europe.
this rare exception being sent to them in exchange ! At a Court
Probate, held at Belfast, within and for the
l’arkc Godwin, Dr. J. (.' Draper, Carl Bensou,
t
ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December
for their medicines, which have long been tin; slaj A.utility
Laure d’llaulerive—(author of the Havana Letter) pie remedies of South Africa. [Boston Journal.
Dv-•1870.
1H>N the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petllmo'Jl
J. M. Hart of Cornell University, and
—Pro!
J tioner give notice to all persons interested, by
others. Tlie regular departments of tlie Galaxy
causing a copy of said petition, with ’his order thereon,
HEU'AIT PHICEM V U RUE * f\
r to be published three weeks successively in the Republiwill be continued.
can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
OHUECrEI) WEEKLY FOK i'HE 'Ol lIV'l.
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
1 Office in Belfast
Appoi.n 1'mkktmThe following appointments
aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of
I
Dee. .1.
Uklfast,
Wednesday,
been
continued
the
have
the
exeGovernor
January next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
by
by
10 to 11 cause, ii any they have why the same should not be
Flour,
$7.00 to 11.00 It oil ml lie*',
cutive cou ncil.
Corn Meal,
l.lu to 0.00 Clear Salt i’ork,
A SA Tii UKLOL'G If, .Judge,
$'„4 to vf, ! granted.
To Solemnize Marriage*.—Edward F. Strickland,
I.25to0.u0 Mutton per lb,
0 to * 1
A true copy. Attest -B, P. Field, Register, tiw-i-i
Ryo Meal,
Camden.
Lamb
1.00
to
s
tO
lo
0,00
lb,
per
Rye,
Justices of the Peace aud Quorum,—Bion Brad- Corn,
10.7 to
00 l'urkoys, per lb,
,*010 Jfti
05 to 70 Chickens, per lb
H to K j To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County ot
bury. Portland: Theodore Cary, Houlton; Joshua Bailey,
1'n to no j
2.00 to 2 50 Ducks, per lb,
Waldo:
l> Warren, James S. ltowe, Bangor: Alvin Wing, Beaua,
ia to is
Marrowfat Feufl.l.ooto 1.25 Geese,
Sebec; Rufus Robertson, St, Albans.
HPll E undersigned guardian ot MAN LY If., and O ITS
yj to 00 Hay per ton,
^leto'-'o
Oat*,
A.
H. PENDLETON, minor heirs ot Scphroula S.
Trial Justices,—l.uulllus
X
Emery, Ellsworth; New Fotatoes,
b> to
oo Lime,
$L~a to no Pendleton, Jute ot Nortbport, in said County, deceased,
John F. Holman, IMxtield; Samuel B. Gerry, Orlo to 00 Washed Wool,
da lo 10
Dried Apples,
respectfully represents that .*>aid minors arc seized and
lieville; James 1). Eamsou, Freedom.
50 to Oo Unwashed Wool,
to do
Cooking, iio.
possessed of certain real estate, situated in Nortbport,
Coroners,—John M. Snow, Winterport; .John Butter,
.‘JO to 40 Lulled Wool,
40 to 00
ot the Homestead of said deceased, that an
consisting
20 to
00 Hides,
Poor, Belfast.
r
to on
Cheese,
advantageous oiler ot fifty dollars has been, made by
.50 to 3;j Call Skins,
in i-d to no Excelsior
Notaries Public,—Ephrant Flint, Hover; W. C. Eggs,
of F. & A. M
of said Nortbport, tor
Lodge
is to 20 Sheep Skins,
auto $1 said real estate, which oiler it is tor the interest ot all
Lard,
Perrigo, Belfast.
h Wood, hard,
0 to
$tJ.oo to no I concerned Immediately fo accept, the proceeds thereof to
Railroad Commissioner,—A. W, Wildes, Skow- Beet,
5'LUntouu be put out on interest lor the benefit ot said minors,
Applea.Baldwiu, 75 to 1.00 Wood, soft,
hegan.
lo to
00 Dry Lollock,
1 lo f> j
W ii Kit i-a'ok e your petitioner pray
honor to grant
Sheriff of Amiroscoggiu County, to till vacancy, Veal,Cod,
10 Straw,
b to
$s to 10 him a license to sell and convey saidyour
Dry
real estate oi said
William If. Waldron, Lewiston.
minors, to said Lodge foi said sum.
To solemnize marriages,—Henry Crocker, HumJOB F. PENDLETON.
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
eri srotta.
At a Court of Probate held at Belfast, within and for tile
Moose Warden,—Simon F. Walker, Bangor.
Monday, Dec. 19, li>70.
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot December,
oroner,—John If. Wilson Bangor.
BUTTER-*We quote late made tine lots at 40c per 11);
A. D. IK0.
Notary Public,—N. T. Talbot, Camden.
line Bummer and lull dairies at 35a37c per II); good, to
Upon the foregoing Petition. Ordered, That the petidue lots 30a32c; common aud inferior 23a25c; Western
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
rolls 28a30c; good Western butter 23a25c; choice Cumudu tioner give
SEIZURE OF THE WHITE FAWN.
of said petition, with this order thereon to be
copy
ib.
bakers’
at
14alGc
per
30a»3c;
weeks successively In the Republican
three
CHEESE—The common grades are not taken to j.uy published
a paper printed at Belfast, that they ,nay upThe master of the fishing schooner White extent, and prices are weak. We quote line factory at Journal,
ut
a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate Office
10c; common to good do 12 l-2al1e; taucy dairy I4al5c; pear
Fawn of this port, before reported seized for common
in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday o' January
to lair cheese at Salic per lb.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it
violation of the treaty of 1818 and the British
EGGS—There is a moderate demaud lor fresh lots; id next,
any they h ive, why the same should not be gianted.
at
but
limed
and
Eastern
37a3.se;
Northern
Eggs
Eggs
has
founded
laws
made
an
thereon,
A S A TII U R J A) U GII, J ii d ge.
fishing
are dull at 30a32c; and there is an ample stock on the
A true copy. Attest -B. P. Field, Register.
affidavit of the facts in the case, which will market; Western Eggs are plenty at 32aJ4c per do/.
11EANS—We quote choice Western hand-picked pea
be forwarded, with similar papers concernbeans at $250a2 02 per bush; Eastern do at $2 70; choice
a Probate Court held at Belfast, wlthi
and far the
ing other outrages upon our fishermen, to hand picked mediums $2 12a2 15, common pea §2 25; AtCounty
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December
our representative in Congress.
common mediums $1 75; marrow beaus at $2 50 per bush
A. D. 1670.
POULTRY—There is a lair supply of Turkeys and
The statement duly sworn to by the master
ACIIEL D. SAWY I U, widow of Jol u <i. Si.wyer,
Chickens, but no overstock of really nice birds. Common
V, late of Montvillc, iu said County cf Waldo, deof the White Fawn sets forth that the vesnol Geese
likely to rule
appear to be plenty, and are atnot
having presented a petition that Amos W. ‘.prowl
ceased,
went into Head Harbor, Campohello, No- very high. We quote to-day Turkeys 22a24c lor choice;
for good lots, and 17alSc for common do; chickens may be appointed Administrator on said deceased's esvember 25, and was brought to anchor, the 19a22c
tate.
will bring 22a2ic for choice ones, and l«a20c lor common
Ordered, That the said Rachel give notice to ail per
master inquiring of some fishermen if there to good; mixed lots are selling at IGaSOc as to quality.
sons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
Geese sell at 14u21c tor common to choice; Ducks at
trouble in
on

the Gauge,’’ uud “The Foal Heaver’s Revenge” we was any
buying bait. They an1
-hull he mistaken. The programme embraces the swered that there was not, and the captain
purchased live thousand herring of these
names ot Davis, O’Fonnell, Boor, Wheeler, Holmes
and Hilton. The boys deserve
U" give it to them.

WIRE

STOVES

IMtlv Hearts at Home ! AND KITCHEN WARE

--.

No ItrMnm.iN'i, 1 No CllK t riNti!—A pint bottle full of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy is prepared
front one titty cent package, and the proprietor otters $500 reward for a ease of Catarrh which lie
cannot
cure.
Sold by druggists, or send sixty
In the United States Court, at Portland, Shuliae
cents to Dr. R. V, Pierce, ltt;t Seneca street, iliitfconvicted
of
and
Dunton,
opening
reading another alo N Y., and receive it by mail. A pamphlet tree.
person’s letter in the post office at Lincoluville, Beware of counterfeits and worthless imitations.
The Genuine lias, upon tlie outside wrapper, l>r.
was sentenced to pay a fine of $5 and costs and to
Pierce's private Government Stamp with his porlie imprisoned in the county jail live days.
trait, name and address, and the words “P.'s.
Husbands who value peace and quietness should Certificate of Genuineness" engraved upon it.
not exchange overcoats with young bachelors, who
From die Easy Expectoration, increased respiramake their outside breast pockets the place of de- tory power of tbe Lungs, and tin* removal of irritation, manifest from cessation of Cough, and other
posit for loving notes. Such carelessness tends to
alarming symptoms alter a using Fellows Coma rapid loss of hair.
pound Syrup of llyphosphite, it is dear that the
formation
of tuberculous matter is not only stopThe light snow ot Monday night, falling on a
ped, but that already deposited is being carried OIL
hard frozen ground, makes a sort of an apology for
Air. Reune claims that the name “Alagir Oil" is
sleighing, but tlie real tiling hasn't come yet.
his “trade mark," and dial any persons wiio use
The anecdote sent bv our Winterport friend and
dial name for a medicine do so at their peril, as
much as though they stole any other property ot
marked ‘'private,” is good enough to print. Shull
his, beside their extra meanness' The genuine
we do it?
Renue's Pain Killing Magic Oil is what the people
There was a gratuitous illumination bytbenorth- Want, and will have.
.'i'll

m a k f oflai) th f

l E V T 81 El !■] S !

■
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Oompy

Wist asset, Dec. 111.
iiavi: v
A very destructive lire broke out here l.iiml
liirect from tli«* f*ov<>riaiiM>ui ASK FOR DR. CliARKK’S SHKRRY WINK B1TTKRS.
about four o’clock this morning, and Ibr a
-OFAmi take no other. See that the portrait of l>i Clarke
second time within live years the business,
Acres ist upon the label ol each bottle. No other im gi nuiue.
13,000,000
!
hey arepuerly vegetable aiul will not intoxicate. 11,sA>
part of the town is laid in ashes. Tin-weaiii
-of the:
er was tiitter cold, the wind blew a
gab- from Best Farming anil Mineral Lands in America.
the northwest, and but little could be done
k K !
to check the flames.
The entire -.,oar. of! l.tMMMMM) ...toh choice farming lands on the Hue of
tlie road in OnON tiii: skconiior jam Ain.nt iu> New
of
Main
ra-t
of
south
Street
and
mu,
buildings
Saturday Cove, Northport.
stvo: or oaHMsui,
Kvei>body i:» invited to
Middle Street, was consumed.
The total
eom*-.
vs
i0j,
loss will exceed S'>5,UiK); insurance Sp.t.ooi).
1 n the
CKKAI PLATIT. V \ I.L I •,
I The lire took in the grocery ■store ol .)< -si
Now fur sale, for cash or credit at low rot. s .»( interest.
White. Jr., on Main St.: cause not known. | These lands are near the list parallel of North latitude,
in
a mild and healthy elimab
and for grain growing
The priuci))ai loser- are Jesse WhiL .It. s
and >toek rosing an* unequalled by any in tv United THF NEXT LECTURE Will Rf DrilVrRFC
W. Robinson. J. Marstou. E. 0. Holbrook. .1 States.
ON
Lambert, J. Young, J. McKenney. \ Hus- j • oiiveniein to market both east and west. Prices
range from s ;,do to $iu,Ou per acre.
I’11< *r-< la \ K vie, ! >< •<
sey, Mrs. J. Uling, J. Call, J W’/siimp-on I
•_*7 t h,
GREAT INDUCEMENTS
E. Farnham, M. C. Boyd, L. Carlelon. C 11 j
■i »
To Settle!* with limited meaus
Bragdon, Miss E. Dodge, Blinn & Lowell. N.
Rev. W. H. 11. Ml-KRAY.
2,500,000 ACHES
Lincoln, W. Elms, J. Taylor, V. Greonleaf.!
HI BIBCI:
H. J. Andrews, E. B. Weal, S. L. Young, V Rich government lauds along the road between
OM AHA AID IORTU PL llTB.
D. Black, W. Lowell, A. Lennox. W. 1’ LenAMONC THF ADIRONDACKS."
and open for entry under the Homestead and
itox, U. N. Rines, E A. Perkins, J. Babson, Surveyed
Pre emption laws, and can be taken by
L. Dickinson, and J. C. Henderson, Some i
AC TUAL SETTLERS, ONI.)
DR. SCFIEXCK A D VISES COXSL'MI' Ti VES Vi»
An opportunity never before presented for
ten or twelve families were rendered housesecuring
homes near a great Railroad with all the conveniences
HO TO FLORIDA /A U'lA ! ‘Eli.
less.
The places of business consumed, in- t an old
New edition of descriptive
settled country
Havint. r'.>i the last thirty-five years devuud my whole
cluded seven grocery stores, two shoe stores, pmiphbd- with maps, now ready and sent tree to ail time
amt attention to the study id lung di> eases and
two dry goods stores, meat market, harness pi iti of tlm l nitea .States Canada and Europe. Adsumption, 1 led that 1 understand fully tl.. e..m.,e tlr.t
dress.
L»A\ IS. Land Commissioner,
<t. i
ought to he pursued t ix stoic a tolerably !. *d ta.su otdieased lungs to healthv aoiiiulm
1 he ni.-t and im.st nn
l
i*. 1C. R, ( o,, Omaha, Net.
shop, jewelry shop, confectionery shop, three j mJt
j. riant step is, for the patient to avo.d taking told; and
barber shops, and one hardware store. The
the best of all places **n this continent for this purpose m
w
loss was nearly total, the flames spreading so
inter, is Florida, Well down 111 the State ulielc the l«;n
perature is regular, and notMibieci tosmli
.nations a-.u
lm re northern latitudes.
rapidly that but little could be saved.
Paluku Is a pumt 1 can lu-a.m
im.nl.
A good hotel i- kept tln-ie hy I'eieiuiau
l ast v.in
The new three-masted schooner Isaac Orter 1 saw several pei
-ns there whose Junes hud I" en l.a.il.
diseased, but who, under
beton, just built aRShcepscot Bridge, loading
!i
healing inductive .o'tin
mate and m\ m.-dieim s, wer. petting well.
here with hay, had a narrow escape and liet Bottom- fastened with a .-.crew wire.
»lie hundred miles I art her low n the river is a point w Inch
Superior to sewed
or pegged.
While this
; I would prefer to 1‘iiiatk.i, as the temperature is iii.nu cwii
rigging was partially burned
and the air dry
bruin
Mellon villt and Enterprise
Fver* pair «arra!*t“!i
tire was in progress, two farm houses in dif
l« rsj;.
1 ole iocuicd ill. ;■ ftiul^I should
gi\e a decided preference lo
iM.-llouville: It is two mile, from river or lake, and it
FOR
BY
ALL
SALE
terent ^localities look lire and were entirely
HEALERS.
seems almost impossible to take cold there
lie lahlis In
lm A
Florida might he hotter, and patients complain at tiims
consumed. Three ol the buildings destroyed
hut that is a good sign, as it indicates a return of appetite
were owned byJHon. Hugh J. Anderson.
and, when thisis the c tsc, t‘ ey generulh increase in llesh,

FISHERMEN!
TWINES & NETTING,
MANUFACTUKKn UY

WM, E. HOOPER & SONS,
yySeinl

for

Price-List.

:Unl'»

IB.tliimore, !91<l.

DOROTHY
■V I

Q.

o ?

.ndmotlior moth'-r; her age, I guess,
Thiru •'ii summers, or something less;
.:!Mi bust, bi t womanly air,
-m
-imire forehead with uprollcd hair,
! c
llial i >vor has never kissed.
Taper lingi
and slender wrist.
Hanging sleeves of still brocade—
'h"v edHied ihe little maid.
her h in 1

b!

parrot gn
■.iiunnving and broods

H

i up tie
!h r,
1 '.i k w tli
1

it

t

li

serene.

full in view—
s a rent the light shines
through,
ntury's fringe of dust.—
w
a K.-d-Coat’s
rapier thrust I
is tin ta’e ;lie lady old

a't

canvas

•.

daughter’s daughter told.

ioth>

no th" pamte: was none
may tell,—
’o' whose best wa, not over well
Ha d ai d dry, it must be confessed,
•Tat as a rose that lias long been pressed;
et in ii.'i ulieek the lines are bright.
I* .nt> eiilors of red and white;
.And ii. Is r slender shape are seen
Hi a iiid lnnmise of stately mien.

!.'••!> ii ; mi her with eyes of scorn,—
Dorothy Q. was a lady horn!
Ii: sine, the galloping Normans came,
:
i.m r« annals have known her name;
A u I 'till to the three-hilled rebel town
,r is that ancient name’s renown,
many a civic wreath they won
:’li youthful sire and the gray-hatred son.
Da »<>*) Dorothy! Doroth Q.!
range is the gift that I owe to you ;
wit a gift as never a king

'•

.laughter or

!

r. e

son

might bring,—

All my tenure of heart and hand,
V. my title to house and land.
o-r and sister and ■ hild and wife
And joy and sorrow and death and life!
hat if

hundred years ago
r e,sr
Ms, -simt lips had answered No,
When forth the tremulous question came
I a a cost tie maiden her Norman
name,
A..
under She folds that look so still
T
.odii swelled with the bosom's thrill'
mid I b I nr would it be
Uii-lentil another, to nine-tenths me?
'•

a

1

11"

the breath of

maiden’s Yes;
a •: t!iight gossamer stirs with less;
!'• d never a cable that holds so fast
;
rough all the battles of wave and blast,
V u i i; -ver a., eelio of speech or
song
•
e
ive- in the babbling air so long!
1
weia : mes in the voice that
whispered then
may hear to-day in a hundred men.)
■
i ldv a ad lover, how faint and far
d
ir images hover,—and here we
arc,
di 1 an 1 stirring in flesh and bone,—
i. '.wai l's and Dorothy’s ail their
own,—
A r i...i!> record for Time to show
t ii ible
spoken so long ago!—
'na. I Mess you,
Dorothy, or forgive
M'.; the little whisper that hade me live?
i-

a

■

o

—

■

it .shall be
i will heal

blessing,

my little maid!
the stab of the Iled-Goafs blade.
And freshen the gold of the tarnished
frame,
And gild with a rhyme your household
name;
you shall smile on us brave and bright
As iirst you grouted the
morning’s light,
And live untroubled bv woes and fears
l’liroiurh a second youth of a hundred years,
oli'.'r Wendell Holmes.
a

THE NAMELESS

DEAD.

1 you wail, O Wind? whv do you
sigh, 0
Sea:
i
i! remorse for ships
gone, with this pitiless shore
on Hi, lee;
'loan, moan, moan,
Li Hi" desolate night and alone!
Ah. what is the tale
'l l!;, would faiu unveil
io you; u i;d, weird eries to me?
1

\

un

a or

\

of white on tic. shore!—'tis not the white

of foam,
wandering sea-hird’s glimmering wing, for at

:h! no -ea-birds roam.
'Tis one of the drowned—drowned
He hapless homeward bound,
Last night in the dark
There perish’d a bark
tile far; and ’twas bound for home!

n

e

coid white corpse—a woman so voun"
°
and fair!
lie ruci storm has entwin’d with weeds the
wealth of her weltering hair;
Ami the little, tiie little hand,
1. "s listless and limp oti the
sand,
They had bound her fast
To a wreck of a mast;
be wil i waves would not
spare!
oni in

bow

they

bound and leap—cast themselves
far e'er the shore,
:my lo sei/.e on their stranded prey, and
carry
r ,il once more!
>r is it remorse or dread,
»r a longing to bury its
dead,
That makes the surge,
hi the ocean verge
nc'c-santiy howl and roar?

1

'■

ic !•

A

the}

list for her step? where do thev
ci ik for lier face?
"
an* they
waiting to see her once more in
ilc il .1 familiar place?
Dead, dead, dead!
i a v ain will their tears he
shed;
For not one of them all,
Vlas, will fall
ebi laid bosom's marble grace!

*•>

>'"u sigh, O sea? why do you wail, O
\\ iinl?
liy 'In you murmur, in mournful tunc, like things
v. ill a human mind?
1

Wail, wail, wail,

i

Articulate ocean and gale!
For the loveliness rare,
So pallid and fair,
-lew in your fury blind !

-■:

b< ar away to a
grave in the church yard’s
calm green breast,
Win
the sound of the wind and waves in strife
may never her peace molest,
Though we cannot carve her name,
She will slumber all the same ;
And the wild-rose bloom
'hall cover her tomb,
A;. ! -he shall have perfect rest!
!

1

THE
a

MYSTERIOUS

lew months since

a

NOBLEMAN.

seafaring

man was

board from the schooner Ilera, on
'he passage from Boston to
Melbourne, who
prn. s to have been the English Earl of
A lordccn, who lias been
missing for some
years—having left home in 1866 and shipped
on board a vessel as a
common sailor.
In
the spring of that year he visited his
uncle
Hl Fredericton, X. B., but was
quite restless
during his visit. The uncle used every
mas j- to induce the Earl to
give up his rov: du*, but in vain.
The Earl was next
'car 1 from in Boston, whence he wrote
his
mule that lie was about to sail for Buenos
11ns
caused
his
Ayres
relative much unus'ines-, and agents were employed to find
liim.
They ascertained lie had shipped bou av the mast on board the
barque James M.
Churchill, of St. Andrews, X. B., commanded by (’apt. Hutchinson, on the 28th of
May
i8hi;, bound for Cardenas. F. W.
e
i.. the British Vice-Consul at
Boston, reeognized him by the description. Mr. G
lias forgotten the name signed, but feels confident that the sailor was Aberdeen.
It is not known whether ho
really performed the voyage in the James M.
’Churchill,
but it is known that he sailed several
voyages in the coasting and West India trade,
and thus acquired an intimate knowledge of
working schooners. His career has 'been
traced along the coast irom the easternmost
parts of Maine to Pensacola. At one time he
sailed in a Richmond, Maine, vessel. Finally he shipped at Boston, on board the Hera,
lie joined the ship several
days before she
sailed, and it was observed that his powerful
build enabled him to do the manual labor of
two ordinary men.
On the sixth day out he
fell overboard and was drowned. His friends
in Great Britain, very anxious to have him
return, sent commissioners to this country to
find him, and after a great amount ot searching traced him to the Hera, and soon afterwaid learned that he had been lost overboard. They are now
procuring testimony
Inal he was the man who
had shipped under
the name of
George II. Osborne. The testiseem to prove
mony obtained
undeniably
t hat
George II. Osborn and the Earl of Aberdeen were one. Various reasons
are given
lor Ins strange alienation from
friends and
home, the most probable of which is that
disappointment in a love affair was the
■

-1

ovct

Gratham,’

cause.

1 he Boston J

lauscript

is told of

a

boy who

accompanied his lather as a summer tourist
After going about from resort to
resort, trymg the hot cars, crowded hotels, and other
of
in
delights
traveling
dog-days, the weary
lad said one
morning: “Father, why don’t
We have a good home
go home?
haven’t wo?” For a
youngster, the <|»estion

you

!io\V<'<l sense.

»»

*>

ol tne week, and found it was just QfTAn WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L. DIX
to cure in less time than any
pounds. Since dinner to-day I weighed other physician,l failing
more effectually and
with
again, and found that I balanced 212 1-2 less restraint from occupation or lesspermanently,
exposure to ail
pleasant medicines.
pounds, although it has been a week of in- weather, with safe
SELF-ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
tensely warm weather, and I have had un-

| ginning
[212

OIII.Y l'Oli l UAIT.

i,

1

<*

v>!YiAL. So.

Dr. Dio Lewis, in his

now

book entitled

Talks about

Peoples’ Stomachgives the
advice
to a laboring man who had
following

usual demands for exertion of various kinds.
But let me feed a family of ten instead of
one person, and 1 will
give them the highest
Moats are very high in the Boston market. health and strength upon a diet which will
The other day 1 devoted an hour or two to cost here in Boston not more than two dolinquiries of the leading market-men about lars for the ten persons for a week. Let mo
the prices of different parts of the animal. transfer my experiment to Iowa, where
They generally agreed upon those figures; [wheat, corn, oats and beef are so cheap, and
that in an ox which, when div-sed weighs the cost of lending my family often would
be so ridiculous that I dare not mention it
800 pounds.
lest you laugh at me.
DO pounds brings So to
cuts a pound.
140 pounds bring SO to 20 cents u pound.
This is amusing enough, and is in capital
400 pounds tiring SO to l'J cents a pound.
contrast to a dinner at ‘‘Barker’s”
30 pounds bring 30 to in cents a pound.
(probably)
P) pounds bring 30 to 0 cents a pound.
given him a few days later by a friend, which
00 pounds bring 3 cents a
pound.
cost S 14.70, and would have cost S3 more
40 pounds brings l cent a pound.
had
the doctor drank wine.
After which
You must have meat every day ol' the year.
Your children should have some animal food fashion do the wise men of Boston dine ?
during the autumn, winter and spring. But
meat is very high.
A sirloin steak costs in
BREAD FROM
^VHOLE WHEAT.
our market from
thirty-five to forty cents a
From
the
N. Y. Times.
pound. And even this is not the most expensive part of the animal. But do you know
The proposed process ignores mills, millthat in an ox which dressed, weighs eight stones and millers ; which means
simply, that
hundred pounds, only a very small part the bread is to be made from the
unground
brings this high price?” And do you know wheat. There is not so much surplus materthat that small part is neither the most nour- ial, or indigestible matter in wheat, as
peoishing nor the most palatable ? While cer- ple generally suppose, judging as they do, by
tain portions of the animal sell for thirty to the apparently
large proportion of bran, etc.,
forty cents a pound, there are portions not discarded in making Hour. In point of fact,
one whit less palatable than the tenderloin not five
per cent, of a grain of wheat need or
(when properly cooked), that can be bought should be wasted; whereas, in most cases,
for a very small price. Take, for example, only about seventy-five per cent., or
eighty, at
what is called the shank; the very best can furthest, of the nutritious
portion of the grain
be bought for three cents a pound, and a sin- is utilized in
producing flour. Thus, there is
gle pound cooked in a stew, with dry bits of an actual loss on our part or from fifteen to
bread, will make a meal for yourself and twenty per cent, of the aliment naturally
The French soldier un- provided tor us. That all this is sacrificed to
your entire family.
derstands better than anybody else the se- appearances,
merely that the flour shall be of
cret of getting much out of little.
dazzling whiteness, is clear from the circumWhen you go to market for meat, don’t stances that even these discarded
particles of
buy tenderloin, but buy what are called bran and other coatings of the kernel are not
coarse meats.
Purchase for your dinner five only esteemed as fattening food for cattle,
to eight cents’ worth, say ten' cents’ worth of but are made into bread which is
equally
the cheap, coarse bits. Among our foolish healthful, economical and
palatable.
people the competition is so slight over these, The making of bread by this new system is
coarse parts, that the butchers have to
put a threefold process, viz: washing the wheat,
all the price on the small part which is an fermentation, and the linal admixture and
actual demand, and sell all the rest for a
flavoring. The grain is put in a veasel, covmere nothing.
ered with water, and stirred until the lighter
I cannot go on to tell you just what
pieces grains and extraneous particles are either
you should buy, but buy such pieces as are dissolved or left floating on the surface. The
sold in this Boston market—the highest mar- mass is then freed from the water and
put inket in the United States—for three, four, five to a cylinder like a
nutmeg grater, whose reor six cents a pound.
solid
meat is volutions remove the outer skin of the
Good,
grain.
sold for these figures, and only needs to be This is all that is
really necessary to remove.
or
to
be
made into a stew, to be as Next, the wheat thus cleansed is immersed
steamed,
tender and delicious as the expensive
parts in twice its own weight of water, heated to
of the creature. The neck of the chicken is
seventy-five degrees, to which has been added
the most delicious part of the animal. The one
part of half dry yeast and five or six
neck of a beef, when made tender, comes ounces of
glucose to two hundred parts of
near being the most delicious
part of that an- water, A day’s exposure to this bath secures
imal.
the necessary degree of absorption and ferLeaving the meats, let us speak of the veg- mentation, and the color will also have been
etable food. Oat-meal in the form of
por- extracted from the exterior surface of the
ridge, or in the form of cakes, is one of the grain. The water being then removed, the
most nutritious of vegetable foods. A
pound wheat will be not far from white in color.
of oat-meal is worth, as nutriment, six
pounds Next the stiffened mass is put through rollers
of superfine white flour, and pound for
pound, which mash it into a glutinous pulp, and mix
costs less than wheat flour.
It is the most regularly through the whole bulk all the rei
substantial and nutritious food.
maining particles of skin or bran. The
Cracked wheat, or whole wheat, when
for
such
it
now
a
is
then
into
is,
dough,
put
properly cooked, is really one of the most trough, flavored with water iu which salt has
delicious articles of food over eaten
man.
been
by
dissolved, and given an opportunity to
One pound of cracked wheat will
give as absorb more water if necessary, and then
much strength of muscle and nerve as seven
thoroughly kneaded by hand. Nothing now
or eight pounds of common baker’s bread.
is needed but to treat it just as flour dough
Hominy, samp and hulled corn are among is treated, and when sufficiently light bandit
the most substantial and
I
lasting of human over to the oven.
foods, and are very cheap compared even
This certainly is not a complicated pro- |
with wheat.
cess ; nor is it
costly or difficult. It insures !
One pound of cheap meat boiled to
rags, to the eater the entire nutriment of the wheat,
with a cjuart of white beans, and eaten with and in its
preparation promises no more than
brown bread, will make a dinner that a
king the traditional peck of dirt. It is possible
luxuriate
might
upon. Your family of seven that the result may not be bread of brilliant i
persons would not be able to consume such a whiteness, but it will be
genuine, unadulterdinner.
ated bread for all that. But another importbutter, poultry ami potatoes are most ex- ant feature of the new
discovery is ono which
pensive articles of food. A single bushel of will commend it to all
thrifty housewives and
beans, properly cooked, with condiments,
frugal swains. By the process indicated
will furnish not only more
palatable food, above not far from one-third more bread can
but will furnish more nutriment than ten be obtained from a
given quantity of wheat
bushels of potatoes.
than under the existing system.
In the following extract, Dr. Lewis tells
A German in Williamsburg shot his mouth full
how he lived and what work he did on 54 1-1
of holes, and died lately, because he had been recents during a whole week
fused by a widow. Thus the story that widows
Sunday breakfast, hulled Southern corn, never refuse anybody is exploded.
with a little milk. My breakfast cost three
cents.
I took exactly the same for dinner
hood for the day six cents. I never take any
supper.
Monday breakfast, two cents’ worth of oatmeal, in the form ot porridge, with one cent’s DON’T WASTE TIME AND LABOR
using up an old Ax*. Send $1.50 to LIPPINworth of milk. For dinner, two cent's worth •»y
COTT & BAKKWELL, Pittsburgh, Pa., and they will
of whole wheat boiled, with one cents worth send a tip-top Axe, Expressage
paid. Half a day lost
in grinding will thus bo saved.
of milk. Food for Monday six cents.
Tuesday breakfast, two cents’ worth of
beans, without a cents worth of vinegar. For TOOL? USE THE “VEGETABLE A Q7A
dinner, one quart of rich bean porridge, lOCUpiLSOUBY BAIAAM." 10 % U
worth one cent, with four slices of coarse The old standard
remedy ior Couglis, Colds, Consumpbread, worth two cents. Food for Tuesday, tion. “Nothing better.” Cutler Bros. & Co„ Boston.
five and a half cents.
DIPILATORY POIYIIPR.
Wednesday breakfast, hominy made of
Uemoves superfluous hair in flee minutes, without
Southern corn (perhaps the best of all food injury to the skin. Sent by mail for $1.25.
for laboring men in hot weather) two cents’
UPHAll’S ASTHMA CURE
worth, with one cent’s worth of syrup. For Relieves most violent
paroxysms in five minutes and efdinner, a splendid beef stew, the meat in fects a speedy cure. Price $2 by mail,
which cost two cents.
THE JAPANESE HAIK STAIN
Perhaps you don’t believe that the meat was purchased for two Colors the whiskers and hair a
beautiful clack or
cents.
But it was, though. The fact is, that brown*. It consists or only one preparation. 'Scents
mail.
Address
8.
C.
721 Jayne Street,
by
L'PHAM,
No.
from an ox weighing 800 pounds nett, you
Philadelphia, Pa. Circulars sent free. Sold by all Drugcan purchase certain
parts weighing about gists.
100 pounds, even in this dearest of American
markets, for three cents per pound. Twothirds of a pound made more stew than 1
could oat. There was
really enough for two
DISEASES OK THE URINARY ORGANS,
of us.
Inflammation of the Kidneys, Inflammation of the
But, then, you know how careless
and reckless we Americans are in regard to Bladder, or any affections that interfere with the functions of these organs always cause great pain and weakour table expenses,
always getting twice as ness in the small of the back and loins. To relieve this,
a diuretic medicine is necessary.
much as we need. The
of
waste
very genius
seems to have taken
possession of me on
Dr. Sargent’s Backache Pills
that fatal day. I poured into
my stew all have been thoroughly tested for the past thirty-eight
at once, slap-dab, a
years, and pronounced the most efficient diuretic ever
quarter of a cent’s worth discovered.
of Leicester sauce, as if to show that it
They are purely vegetable and contain no
never
mercury. Sold bv druggists, Sent by mail on receipt of
rams but it
pours. I closed that gluttonous price, 50 cts. per box.
scene by
«HOR«E A. KELLEY.
devouring a cent’s worth of hominy
lYholrtale lYruggiat,
pudding. Food for Wednesday ei^ht and a
28 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

*15

week for the support of his family, and
who had §1) to feed seven mouth-.
a

Iteto itotortisements

UPHAl’S

BACKACHE.

All

quarter

Their effects and consequences ;

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ol the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, ol
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
UR.

DIX’S

L.

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
41 Eierticots Street, Boston, Ma««,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Wo. 41, hav
lug no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any person
hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX
boldly asserts,(and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even porjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that he
THE

13

REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

ONLY

TWENTY YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so welj
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hote
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and par-

ticularly

to

so

so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
or “the dollar,”or “fraction of
it,”
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thua that many
arc deceived, also, and spend large amounts for
experi-

ments with

quackery,

DR. DIX’S

dition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicine* sent by Mail and Express to all parts of tne
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mass.
Boston Jan. 1 1870—1 yr
THE

LADIES.—The celebrated
TOparticularly
invites all Ladies who
call
his

DR. L, DIX
need a Medical or
at
21
Endicott St.,
Rooms,
they will find arranged for their

Surgical adviser, to
Boston, Mass., which
special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted

AND JOBBERS

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.
13

MAIDEN

LANE,

NEW

YOHK.

MANUFACTURERS °of AMKKICAM8 WATCHES, PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS
BOTH

NICKEL AND

FROSTED

MOVEMENTS.

'unition

ami

late impio.,

e or

k

^^rPrice List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally. Beware of worthies* iinir
flooded. 1 ns is r on a ccrtiticate of genuineness from those of whom you purchase, and see that the words, Maxuon. N J a.
’,
barrel. All others are spurious.

uli,
me:

abroad,

8c<

....
..'

,i‘

.,

:l

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YOl&iir
And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street, Chicago, 111.
HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
HOP Watch No. 108!), Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, *• Frederic Atherton .t (in., Marion. N. J.,” manufactured In In;,,1 >■
u
been carried by me from December, 1808, to January 17th, 1W0; its total variation being only two seconds in the entire time.
New York, Jan. 17, 1870.
L. K. Cum i;\iu;.n I. ite
s t
.;Dter I
Watch No. 1124—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic
UTICA, N. Y. Feb. H, 1870.
Watch To., has been carried bv me six month
Watch No. 2017—bearing Trade-Murk, '• Fayette
Atherton & Jo.,” manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co.
tal variation from mean time
being onlv ei-h, 1,
has been carried by me seven months : its total variation Stratton, Marion, N. J.” manufactured by U. S. Watch
per month. Have be. n travelling through dft!( r,
from mean time being only six seconds. A. L. DENNIS, Co., has been carried by me 12 months; its total varia- tions of the
from
Xew
country,
Vork to (i:«h
tion from mean time being tittcen seconds.
President N. J. It. It. & T. Co.
as. and back, I v steamer and railroad.
]. u n j
I. \ UOOMAN, Engineer N. Y. C. & H. R. R.
Watch No. 1125, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
ot
&
Whitney
iliee, i.'d lJroadway, N.
Watch No. 1037 Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. J.,” manufactured
&
Frederic
Atherton
fci'Mti
N.
manufacturMarion,
Co.,
J.,’’
i;v,
United
States
Watch
has
been carried by me
by
Penn., Feb. vui, lCo.,
''Aim
o. lire
14 months; 0 months of that time at sea, and in all the ed by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me since
bearing Trade-Mark, *• 1 j.
various climates of Europe. During that time and since June, 1x07; its total variation irom mean time being on- Atherton & C o., Marion, X. j.,v manufactured la l
Watch Go., lias been carried
HENRY SMITH
ly live seconds per month.
my return it has not varied one second per week.
by me the tin,, moi
its total variation from mean time
Treas. Panama K, R., s* Wall Street.
II, LASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Life Insurbeing onlv u
Watch No. 12012—bearing Trade-Mark, ‘1‘. S. during that time H. DF LAX( V engineer P * l... k.
ance Co., 1G1 Broadway, N. Y.
Watch Co., Marion, N, J
manufactured by United
'V’A‘' "
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 15,1870.
toriuB
Trade-Mark,
.••V’Watch No. 1058, Stem Winder—bear: 2 Trade-Mark, States Watch Co., has been carried by me live months; i Atherton \
< .... V'l-T
Man.,! X I. •'a :,tur.ui ! I
“Frederic Atherton &. Co., Marion, N. J., manufactur- its total variation from mean time being only twelve 1 NNakh < o.. has been earn. I bv n
eleven moGEO. LOVIS, General Eastern Passenger Total variation from mean tin-. I
ed by U. S. W’atch Co., has been carried by me twenty seconds.
rn!\ ■.rVl-n
m the < ntin
ire..
months; its total variation from meantime being live Agent, Toldo, Wabash & Western Railway.
II KIN(i : Park PI
>
Watch No. 1250—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
seconds per month.
*:
Z. C. PRIEST,
»• ’•<’
«■->"
Atherson & Co., Marion, N. J.,’’ manufactured by U. S. and K.V o*
Asst. Supt. N. V. C. & II. R. R.
--—

••

,,

females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this country and Europe,) that he excels all other known practicioners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all
female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, uunatural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
discharges which flow from a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
ftmale sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at

Sale

'y34____For
BUY

YOUR

by C. HERVEY. Watchmaker

H«. 21 Endicott Street, Boston
All letters requiring advice must contain oncdollsr to
insure an answer,
Boutou, Jun.
1870—lyr

WATERPROOFS Always
the most

Distressing

Have received

entire

an

T

PATENTED, May 18, 1801).
By Mail $1.00.

customer

every

gratify

can

tastes in Price and

that

so

their

Independent

Line

FOR

BOSTON & LOWELL.
Spring Arrangements for 1870.

A .,U T I O

W

THEY CUT THEM FREE OF CHARGE,
TO FEMALES IK DELICATE HEALTH.
DU. DOW, Physician and Surgeon. No. 7 Endieott
keep constantly on hand a Large street,
Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases incident
and Varied assortment,

so

that each

"3?

Simonton Bros. & Co.
You will find

FLANNELS and WOOLENS
bought early

SANFORD’S

LEWIS. Proprietor,
Maine.

<

at Reduced Prices. These

Style.

t',

and

A.

great variety is in Stock,

few minutes.

Price 75 cts.

Simonton Bros 8c Co.

voice of Fall and Winter

A

a

Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the 1 ungs
cells, and relief is immediate and certain,

In-

Dress Goods.

of Phthisic in

It!

SIGHT IS HHH'HIjHs.s

FOR

Relievos

cases

Jeweller, BELFAST

and air

Price, Quality and Style.

new

and

Money Cannot Buy

LEWIS’ INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

customer cannot fail to he suited in

Simonton Bros. & Co.,

Phthisic !

Phthisic!

to

quently

can

goods

in the season,
be sold

cheaper than they

can

to the female system.
Womb, Fluor Aibus,

Derangements,

conse-

mam'1

Prolapsus Uteri

SujipreHsiou,

all

treated

or Falling of the
mid other Mt-infm,;

on

new

j

E

mri.i

*■

Jjl

S i C M

:i.,

,,

\\

,-\it

Ki

r\

up.

minute (Tysta. 1’ebbIt J, nn lt d togt ther a mi dcrn.
name, “Diamond,” on account ot their hai lu

<■

brilliancy.

Tho Scientific Principle
On which they are coimiruct' d brine- tin- eore <..r e
of the h ns directly in front < ! the
producing
and distinct vision, as in tin* natural,
healthy -ia!
preventing all unph .isant .-t n-ut i..it-mli
pl.n
mg and wavering of i:*ht, dm-im
pcruliut :
others in use.

In

are

Mounted in the Finest Manner

frames of the hos! .jaality of .til materials

a

that purpose,

CANNOT III S( KTAEM .1».
(•A l TION.-N. m
.;
t,t;:
(>.
mark <>-Mir.pod on ewry Ir ,i
1

ISAA( At,!. \ Iv’ I >,
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent fc-r

Salt for Sale.
of

U»er|M»«l Ffthin;' Mall, in lluuil
at Simpson's Wharf, Belfast, for snlc
purchased Acar^o
cheap by the
subscriber
E. H.
IlEKltlMAN,

18,0.

r

j

THEIR FINISH AND DURARI.LIT

Belfast, Maine.

Belfast, May 10,

N. V

ih«* y

a

They

COFFICK, IIAYFOUD BLOCK,
1128

CO

Natural, Artificial help to the hum .;:
They are ground undt r tin ;r own

E El M O S

COWINS EL LEll <fc ATTORNEY AT LAW*

v

SPENCER &

pathologlcul

and the alUicted person soon rejoices in
ported health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women than
any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, halving confined liis whole attention to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases
and Female Complaints,
acknowledges no superior in
the l nited .States.
N. B.—AH letters must contain om dollar, or they
will not be answered.
Office hours from 8 a. m. to i*. m,
Boston, July 25, 1870.
jyj

10 per cent,
be

are

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a very lew I Which are now ;>HVitd »•>
all tin celebrated <‘p‘
days. So invariably certain is the new mode of treat
menu that most obstinate
complaints yield under it

were

elsewhere.

till

BEU-AST.
From whom they can only be obtained,
not supplied to I'edh r.-l at any price.

ia.no.
IT;

-e

arc

p.
l\ p

STEAMER

CAMBRIDGE,
Oapt. J. P. JOHNSON,

STEAMER KATAHDIN,

and

Capt. 11. S. RICH, will make three trips per week—
Leaving Belfast every MONDAY and WEDNESDAY
and FRIDAY, at 2 o’clock P. M.

Returning—leaves Boston every MON DAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 5 o’clock P, M, Freight taken
at Summer rates. All Frolght must be accompanied by
Steamers Receipts.
GEO. G. WELLS, Agent,
June 20, 1870.
tf.38

BANGOR & BOSTON.
PROPELLOR LINE.

oommence

her

Belfast

LEWIS & SON, Agents.
tflil

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT.
a

GET THE BEST,

AMERICAN HOUSE

Hunli n -IrgciitiiM' IX air Styr. long ..ml
ably known to tin* j »; 1 ii.-. -lands ) cries* and unru
It is the best. quit kest
In
n
t n;
able, harruU^s and mb rtu.d hair hveinlln world,
J. C. ROBBINS informs his friends and colors hair or whisker“ brown
I'd.n k in-tiiTit..>>•
tiH* public that he bus leased the above
well ami gives them a pci
natura:
|>pt u an.a.i.d
known establishment, where he offers enter;:>
!:. ^ t.'
[attended with any iiijm iou;
tainment to tho travelling public.
with brush and-j-ongo
-ii'v-i.*"
<‘. n
oni(i.
“—tie win thorough renovate the
-: o :Sdd
make GOODWIN & CO
house,
sliding..,-!and every way conform to modern needs
PTniE attention of persons making investment of improvements
1 lie table will be
JL money is called to the abovo very desirable security. can be procured,andsupplied with all the delicacies that
special attention given to order and
The Bonds run tor twenty years, at six per cent, interneatness in the sleeping apartments.
est in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of the
All the stages leaving the city take their
departure
which costs nearly nine hundred thousand from this
house. Coaches run regularly to the boats
.»•
For Diseases of tlie Thr
dollars. The whole amount of these bonds to be issued amt
guests
to
conveyed
of
the
any
part
or
3uch as Coughs, Colds. Wl,
is limited to one hundred aud lifty thousand dollars,
;
city
Belfast, May 1C, 1*70.
tl f }
oaoh bond bearing a certificate of one of the trustees
Cough, Bronchitis, Astln.
that it ig a portion of the said limited amount.
and Consumption.
The money markets of the world do not present a
bekue in the win 1.nev.
better or safer security.
FOR
medicine,has anything won so wnici, and
These bonds are now ottered for sale on liberal terms.
fin: contMcnce of mankind, a tiii
\.
upon
\V, T. COLBURN, Treasurer.
Apply to
*\ n a q g
remedy for pulmonary complaint*. Tiii-ueii.
Belfast June 1.1870.
irtf
series of years, and among in.«
of th
men it has risen higher and hinh-Tin their
lion, as it has become better knew n. It
A N D
character and power to cure the
cm
of the lungs and throat, have made
l.imu u
Wink a !
liable protector against Uum.
milder forms of disease and to \ ••-..eg
RA
at tlie same time the most effectual i< m. d v tn
be given for incipient eon-umpti.
and n
A
gerous affection-of the tin .»at and I n
vision against sudden attacks «>i <
it
on hand in every lamb;.
! cci. d
be
kept
In order to avail themselves of
Is a substitute for the water closet or common privy,
I
are sometimes subject !<>
md
and
be
used
as a moveable commode, or by apparamay
should be provided with tin anti.i ic idi li.
tus for lixed closets.
Trices, $0 to $40, according to the
11
Although settled Consumjdion
kind required. Among its advantages are
Have commenced the Manufacture of
curable, still great number ot a-e- \v In re th
1. Complete deodorization from the moment of apcase seemed settled, have been compUuT. n,,.
to
the
earth.
plying
and the patient restored to sound health !
2. The placing within reach of all, rich and poor, in
ii- i..
Cherrtf Pectoral. So complete
town and in the country, a simple means for providing.
over tlie disorders of the Lungs and Tin..;
;
in the house, a comfortable private closet.
th. moat obstinate of them ichl t it
\\ Ik
One barrel of earth is suflient for lour mouths’ used by
else
could
reach
under
the
r
them,
ing
Cheer;/
one person.
toral they subside and disappear.
IN THE CITY OF
Semi for Circular. Closets for sale bv
Singers and Public Speakers lind groat
EARTH
(
COMET
CO.
BELFAST, the west side of Phenlx Row, over Black’s
teetion from it.
No. 10 Doane Street, Boston.
lyrll
Straw Factory.
Asthma is always relieved and oiien vvlc
These Trunks are ottered to the public at wholesale or
cured by it.
Itronchitis is generally cured by takinn
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
They arc warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
Cherrt/ Peetaral in small and liv.|ii’ei.i d
to order.
So generally an* its virtue.- known th.it w
not publish the certiilcato -of them lu re.
n
REPAIRIIVU DOME.

BELFAST.

Belfast & Moosehead take R, if,

■

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

■

Ayer’s Cherry Pec torn’

corporation,

country!

..

T 0 W N

TRUNKS I

TRUNKS!!

COUNTRY

^A

THK 8: A 1ST IS CLOSUT,

WM. P. BUR ILL & CO.,

Savings Bank

“A penny saved is

A First Class Investment.

Probably

rteahship

■

<

RAILROAD FACILITIES,

penny earned."

■

>.

before the 1st of any month,
will be placed upon interest every month, (except
DEPOSITS
May and November) and inteaest computed upon the mECTJlSr&£L&
made

on or

in

same in

June and December.

Deposits

to 12 A.
JOHN H.

received daily at the Banking Room, from a
and 2 to 4 P. M. Saturdays from «to 12 A.M

QUIMBT.Treas.
Belfast, July 13,1870.

ASA FAUNCE, Prest,
til

H. H. FORBES

Shoe Store!
No. 13 Main

In all

Varieties and

Styles,

A LECTURE

W.

Belfast, April 26, 1870.

Street,

IS THE BEST AND CHEAPEST PLACE TO

P. BUR RILL, & CO.

tf42

BUV

your

Boots,

Shoes and Rubbsrs.

There you will find the Largest and Heat assortment
(and the cheapest prices,) to select from in the city.
Custom work done in the Latest
the Lowest Prices. Also
manner and at Short Notice.

Style,

GST COME AND
Belfast, Nov. 15, 1870.
tfl9

SEElJgft

stock, at

best

SIS

CARD.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTPHEKS.
“

over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar

Fnday breakfast,
milk, costing three

A

COMPANY.

<■»

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
eecrecy and confidence, whatever may bo the disease, con-

taken at reasonable rates.
8. S.
Belfast, April 0 1870.

XEIV

WATCH

GILES. WALES & CO..

QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
through false certificate* and reference*, and recommend
ations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot
expose
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects of different herbs and
plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
&o., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its curing everything,” but now
kill more than is cured,” and those not!
known to
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Througn the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and gives it
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c,, so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.*
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to I
some
quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the lilt and health of other*, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
I
meroury to their patients, or that it is contained in their

professedly curing,

THE

(GILES, WALES & CO.) MARION, N. J.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of
Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forced
Diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas of the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas
but I* further their imposition assume names of other cclbyrated physician* long since dead. Neither be deceived

nostrums,

OF

STATES

UNFORTUNATE,

Capt. T. II. SIIUTE,
regular trips between Bangor and
Boston, leaving Battery whart Boston, THURSDAY,
APR1L7, 1870,touching at Belfast, Sandy Point, Bucks
port, Winterport and Bangor. Freight and passengers

W*

UBfflTEIS

AFFLICTED AND
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in
being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises
and pretentions of

Will

Agents! Read This!

WORKS

long experience, practice, and observation.

i

'-Jr?-

Feet Front—Iron and Glass.'
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DR. DIX
refers to Professor* and respectable
Physicians—
ma»y of whom consult him in critical cases, because of
hi* acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through

ALLIANCE,

Southern hulled corn and
cents.
For dinner, an*
other of those gormandic surfeits which so
0^-0‘37I03^-»
Should occasion requiro you to purchase
the
of
disgraced
history
1>. A. Fahnestock’s
Wednesday. ExVermifuge, ho particupense lor the day eight and a quarter cents.
larly careful to see that tho initials aro ii,
A. This isthc article that has been so
This morning when I went to the table i
said to myself, “What’s the use of this econFavorably Known Since 1829,
omy ?” and I gave up my mind that for this
And purchasers must insist on
having it
if
day, at least, I would sink all moral restraints
they do not wish to have an imitation
forced upon them.
and give up the reins to
I
have no
appetite.
apology or defense for what followed.
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
I
Saturday breakfast, began with one cent’s
worth of oat-meal porridge, with a
Prizes cashed and information furnished bv
GEOllGK
teaspoonful of sugar worth a quarter of a cent UPIIAM, Providence, It. I.
Then followed a cent’s worth of cracked
wheat, with half a cent’s worth oi milk. CO Pt A Work Salary!—Young men wanted ns
(with
Then the breakfast closed with two cent’s
worth of rye and Indian bread. For dinner
I eat half a small lobster which cost three
cents, with one cent's worth of coarse bread,
Will PAY AGEYTS A 8AI.AHY
and one cent’s worth of
hominy salad, and
of $30 per week and
or all a large
closed with two cent’s worth of cracked commission, to sell our new andexpenses,
wonderful inventions
wheat and milk.
Cost of the day’s food Address SI. WAGNKK & CO., Slarshall, Slich.
twelve and three-quarters cents.
.WEDICAL PAMPULET...8enilIn all of tliekb statements
only the cost ot
nal. Physical and Nervous nehlllly. its
material is [given. The cost of
cooking is ellects and cure. Price t>5 cents. Address SKCKETAKY
Sluseum ot Anatomy, 018 Broadway, New York,
not given.
Cost for the week fifty-four and a
quarter
HEIN Al« WE1HIVE88, how to treat and
cents.
cure it.
Pamphlet sent free. Address Dr. II C
Of course I don’t pretend that
NEWELL & CO., Hartford, Conn.
everybody
can
live in this luxurious
It isn’t
way.
everybody that can afford it. I could have
lived just as well, so far as health and strength
are concerned, on half the
A Clergyman, while residing in South America
money. Besides,
as a
on three days I ate too much
and missionary, discovered a sale and simple remedy (or the
altogether,
suffered from thirst and dullness. But then Care of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, Diseases of
the
Lrlnary and Seminal Organs, and the whole trnin of
I may plead that my habits are
very active disorders brought on by baneful and vicious liabltB.
Not only have I written forty odd
Great numbers have been cured by this noble
remedy
pages of
this book during the week, but I have'done Prompted by a desire to benefit the a (dieted and unfortunate, I will send the receipe for preparing and using this
a large amount of hard muscular
medicine, in a sealed envelope, to any one who needs it
labor.
Address JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station’
By the way, I weighed myself at the be- D. Bible House, New
York City.

Iss—

proudly

cents.

The gross excesses of
Wednesday led to a
very moderate—
Thursday breakfast, which consisted ot oatmeal porridge and milk,
costing about two
and a half cents. For dinner, cracked wheat
and baked beans, two cent’s worth of
each,
milk one cent’s worth. Food for
Thursday
cost two and a half cents.

a

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
more
numerous in Boston than in other large
quacks,
cities,

I

operations, bougies, instruments, rings,
out a
pointing
which

H. H. FORBES

NOTICE.
B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of II. j ANDEKSON, Jn.,arc now opening an entire new stock
consisting in part of the following articles,
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFliv
..
FLOUR, COFEEE
itio
JAPAN TEA
ST.
JAGO
BEEF,
OOLONO
MUSCOVADO
LAUD,
RAISING
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, Ac.
A full and complete assortment of
Groceries, which we
invite

WILLIAM

rBE^ "4V1*(An
purchasers

to call and
examine,
make prices satisfactory.

and

we

will

WM. H. SWAN,

Belfast,May 1,1809.

YOUNG

A.CUTTEttSIBLEY

tfV>

MEN.

Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price six cents.
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment & Radical
Cure of Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Weakness, Involun
tary Emissions, Sexual Debility, and Impediments to
Marriage generally; Nervousness, Consumption, Epilepsy, and Kits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting
1 nun Self-Abuse, &o.—By HOB EIII’ J. CL LYEU WE 1.1,,

Just

M. D., Author of the “Green Book,” &c.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable Lecture
dearly proves from bis own experience that the awful
consequences of Self Abuse may be effectually removed
without mcdicin s, and without dangerous
surgical

and of the best

repairing done in the

TO

This well-known remedy doee not Ary
up a Cough, and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most
preparations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allavs
Irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
SETII W. F0WLE.& SON, Proprietors, Boston.
Sold
by druggists and dealers lu medicines generally.

FISHINGVESSEIFORSALE.

cordials,

lyrb

are

Ayer’s Ague Cure,
For Fovor and Ague. T-dorpr dnt Fov. r.
Chill Fever, KumiMt-i.i Fever. Dum
Ague, Periodical or ihltous Fever, Ac
and indeed :U1 the nthetions which nr- *
from malarious, marsh, or nmummtie
poisons.
■

1

As its name implies, it docs Cure. .-mil -ln
fail. Containing neither Arsenic, (>ui:iiiu\ I
Zij»<‘, nor any other inmer.il or poi-onon- ul -la
whiLever, it in nowise injnu auv j• of •:11. '! ’.
number and imnortance of il cure- in flic :\u
t; i-’ts, are literally
beyond account, and i\ e belli
Without, a parallel in the hidor; --I \rii. m.-i.- a
Our pride \ gratilicd b\ ihe a- know I «l«rr■ -n(
receive of the radical <mv- <*tl--t*•*i m 1
cases, and where other remedic- had wholly fa
Lnaccliniafed per-ons, either re-ndcri m,
travoiling through mia.-mal i.- loc-alities, u ;'!
tented bv taking the
Hit /' Cl'lti: dui
For l.irev Complaints, arising from t<>r)•
of tb*! Liver, it is an excellent rem-..(\, t.im.l,.,
the Liv(*r into healthy activio.
For Bilious Disorders and 1 aver ( .»m|Tl tin
i
an excellent remedy, produ-m
man\ in.!,
markable cures, where other ni-,-li< in- "had fad.
pra«u
Prepared by Dir. .1. c. Ana: A
and Analytical < liemi.M, Lowell. !Ma
and
all round th«* umId.
■

»

>

■

'■

1ft. COOPEIl is

The Schooner Senator,
tons, o.m.
ft
very goou vessel m every respect. Well
found in Sails and Rigging, has 11*0 fathoms new cable.
Will be sold very low.
E, 15. (} A RDNEK
tf!8
Hucksport, Me.

or

mode of cure at once certuin and effectual
by
every sufferer, no matter what Ids condition
may be, may euro himself cheaply, privately, and radi
cally. THIS LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON I < >
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent, under seal, to any address, in a plain sealed envelope, on the receipt of six cents, or two post stamps.
Also, Dr. Culverwell’s “Marriage Guide,” price ”> cents.
Address the Publishers,
CIIAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
121 llowery, Sew York, Post Office Box 4,AM*,

than assure tlie public that its tjualilie
maintained.

still at the old stand of

HALLS & COOPER,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumber, Cement, Lime, Maud and
lluir, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. R. COOPER
Belfast Eeb. Id 1b70.
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